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THE NILE. THE RIVER OF HISTORY 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Mosaic Outside of Rome 

 

On the fourth floor of a modest archeological museum around 35 kilometers outside of Rome 

can be found the Nile Mosaic. It is 2,000 years old, almost six meters wide, and over four 

meters tall, and depicts vibrantly and from several different vantage points the river and the life 

along it. At the top African motifs are represented, and at the outlet Mediterranean scenes are 

recreated. The unusually colorful and clear pattern is composed of painted stones attached with 

a kind of mortar, but what is truly original about the Palestrina Mosaic is that the river and the 

people's lives are depicted from an entirely modern perspective, as if the artist saw the Nile 

from an airplane. The artwork is also an prodigiously expressive historical source: it 

underscores the river's timelessness as society's lifeline and center, and it shows that the 

Mediterranean receives a continent's history written in water. 

 The mosaic shows the Nile's central place in human life, but also conveys how the river 

has been a part of Europe's cultural and religious history. It reminds us of a distant past when 

the Nile was worshipped as sacred, not only by priests in magnificent temples along the river 

in Egypt, but also in Europe. The artwork stems from an epoch when the Nile and Isis cult 

spread from Egypt and into the Hellenic and Roman world. The cult was a new, independent 

religious—a mystery religion that concerned death and rebirth, and that revolved around 

spectacular processions and rituals in which Nile water played a central role. The British 

Museum in London holds one of many Isis statues, the fertility goddess. In her left hand she 

carries a vessel with sacred Nile water, the very medium that could bring salvation. Two 

thousand years ago, it was not uncommon to see believers carrying such Nile water vessels 

across plains and up valleys north of the Mediterranean, and there is a deep historical 

connection between the jars of Nile water and the later baptismal fonts in Europe's churches.1 

 
1 Some books that consider the relationship between Egypt and the development of Roman 
and Greek culture: Freeman 1996. Egypt, Greece, and Rome: Civilizations of the Ancient 
Mediterranean; Meyboom 1995. The Nile Mosaic of Palestrina: Early Evidence of Egyptian 
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 The artwork was created several hundred years before the Nile and Isis cult became a 

serious competitor of Christianity, the new religion that had spread from the Middle East. The 

worship of the Nile and its gods continued long into the Christian Era, and it was Isis followers 

who lynched Mark the Evangelist when he suffered the martyr's death in Alexandria one Easter 

a few decades after Christ's death: he was dragged through the gates with a rope around his 

neck before being decapitated. It was only when Christianity became the state religion of the 

Roman Empire that the cult surrounding Isis and the Nile was crushed. Rather than being the 

arena of an expansive mystery religion, the Nile Delta now became a center for early 

Christianity. 

 The Nile Mosaic outside of Rome represents a long historical thread that subsequent 

distinctions and borders drawn between continents and nations have rendered indistinct. Even 

the river's name is tied to Europe via the Greek poet Hesiod, who lived between 700 and 600 

B.C., when Egypt, the delta, and Greece were parts of a common Mediterranean culture. Hesiod 

called the river Neilos, since the numerical value of these Greek letters was 365—that is to say, 

everything—as if to underscore that the river was perceived to be everything. The mosaic 

reminds us that it was in the river's proximity that human beings first rose up, wandered out of 

Africa, and peopled the earth; that some of the earliest agricultural societies we know 

developed along its banks; and that the most impressive and mighty of all the ancient 

civilizations could emerge thanks to the river. The mosaic is a topographical depiction of a 

religious ceremony, but can also be interpreted as a celebration of the Nile as a part of 

Mediterranean culture. The mosaic exudes the same fascination for the river as the Roman 

Emperor Caesar must have had, since it has been said he would immediately give away all 

Egypt if only someone could tell him where the river's source lay. Where did all that water 

come from, which every summer—just when Egypt was at its hottest and driest—flooded out 

of the burning desert and created one of the most fertile regions on earth? Up until the late 

Middle Ages in Europe, the river's mystery was shrouded in fantastic, mythical ideas; in the 

literature it was depicted as though it ran both from Paradise and over a gold stone staircase. 

The Nile was long regarded as a divine manifestation. One of the fourteenth century's great 

chroniclers, Jean de Joinville, summarized the reigning believe in his Historie de Saint Louis, 

published between 1305 and 1309: “No one knows the source of all this water, unless it be the 

will of God.”2 

 
Religion in Italy; Roullet 1972. The Egyptian and Egyptianizing Monuments of Imperial 
Rome. 
2 See fragment published in Allen and Arnt (eds.) 2003. 
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 After the Enlightenment's triumph in Europe, a different and more scientifically based 

Nile romanticism arose. Beyond the 1800s, few geographical questions were more discussed 

than where the Nile's source lay. A century and a half ago, the Niles watercourse became the 

arena for one of the most fabled scientific surveys in the world, where adventurers and 

explorers such as Henry Morton Stanley, David Livingstone, John Hanning Speke, the less 

renowned but wealthy Dutch woman Alexandrine Tinné, and a Norwegian long-distance 

champion hunted for the river's source. The history of how the Nile from the beginning of the 

1800s was mapped by European geographers, discoverers, hydrologists, and British water 

planners is a history of colonial conquest and of modern science's triumphal march through 

Africa. 

 Yet, the river the mosaic captured, frozen fast, as if in a 2,000 year old glimpse, has 

since that time, every single second, day after day and generation after generation, trickled 

through impenetrable primeval forests where the sunlight never enters, crashed roaring down 

volcanic cliffs, stenge seg ut av gigantic inland lakes, crossed the world's largest swamps, and 

twisted longer than any other river through one of the driest deserts on the planet, all on its way 

from inner Africa. The river's permanent geography and the water's pulsing rhythm has 

continued to shape the conditions for society's development and transformation, and has 

remained a perpetual object of myth-making and power struggles. 

 By the time the mosaic was created, the Persians, Alexander the Great, and Caesar had, 

along with their troops, subjugated the Nile Delta—one of the world's most fertile regions. 

Later the Arabs conquered the Nile. The Crusaders appeared there. Napoleon rode at the head 

of his army up the delta to fight "The Battle of the Pyramids." With Cairo as the axis point, the 

British established their Nile Empire from the Mediterranean to the river's source in Africa's 

heart, and for the first and only time in history, the Nile came beneath a single power, London's. 

In Africa, those living along the watercourse have since the 600s stood at the center of the 

struggle between Islam and Christianity, and the Nile has also been the breeding ground for the 

international aid system's most classic myths, despite the fact that some regions are today 

undergoing a development that makes the aid epoch's portrayal of helpless Africa seem 

hopelessly outdated. 

 This book belongs to the same tradition symbolized by the Palestrina Mosaic: the 

European fascination for the river's role and significance. It is a history book on civilization's 

development and a travel narrative told from the world's longest river. It is, however, also a 

study of modern hydropolitics and African development, and the way in which these changes 

reflect, as if in a prism, many of the modern world's central developmental characteristics. First 
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and foremost, however, the book is the biography of a lifeline that binds almost half a billion 

people together in a common destiny none can escape. 

 I have previously written on the Nile's history, from when the river was under British 

control (The Nile in the Age of the British), and during the postcolonial epoch (The River Nile 

in the Post-Colonial Age). I have also published literature overviews on the area (in five 

volumes) and books focused on the aid epoch in the region. The Nile: History's River has a 

different focus and a much longer time perspective, and it attempts to connect everything I 

have learned after countless journeys crisscrossing the entire watercourse, after endless 

discussions in the late evening hours over café tables from Alexandria to Kigali, after numerous 

and long interviews with experts, state leaders and ministers, and after spending years in 

archives on three continents hunting for sources on the region and the river's history. 

 What occurs with and along the Nile now and in the coming years will have dramatic 

consequences for the region and for global politics. As this book is being written, the river, as 

it courses through both nature and society, is undergoing the most revolutionary transformation 

it has made in its long history. And it is precisely when times are so dramatic, shifting, and 

inscrutable that historical knowledge becomes important; misinterpretation of the present is 

unavoidable if one does not understand the past. 

 This narrative is organized as a journey up the Nile, from the mouth to the source. It is 

only by following the river up, after all, from place to place, as slowly and systematically as 

the river's heartbeat throughout history, that its secrets and roles can be uncovered and its 

significance for societal development grasped. 

 

History's Course 

 

Traveling from Rome after crossing the Mediterranean, I gaze down on miles of sandy beaches; 

to the west the endless brown desert and beneath me an immense green garden. I am flying 

over Egypt and the Nile Delta, my forehead pressed, minute by minute, to the window as usual, 

and while the river appears like a solitary, glinting strip of life, surrounded by green, a living 

protest against the desert's dominance, I notice that my North European blindness to the water's 

significance falters. I am here to give an opening address on the importance of the water's 

history of ideas at a history conference at the Library of Alexandria. Having long worked with 

the subject, I still feel pressured—that I, a man from Norway, will be discussing water and the 

Nile in the Nile's country. I again page through a classic on the Nile's geological history, for 

although the Nile is culture and mythology, romance and nostalgia, Rushdi Said's book 
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underscores that the Nile is fundamentally a physical structure; indeed, one cannot understand 

its role in society without accounting for its hydrology.3 

 On page one of the notebook lying the tray table next to my PC, I write out in large 

characters the Nile's most important figures. I do it almost ritually, as if to emphasize to myself 

that beneath the thick layer of culture, religion, and politics that shapes every contemporary 

Nile perspective, there runs an actual river with a fixed geographical, hydrological character. 

The figures I write, of course, are figures with atypical societal significance, just as relevant to 

the mosaic's time as they are today. The Nile, as we know it now, is a perennially flowing river, 

the result of relatively recent geological processes. It appeared when two different rivers 

already in existence merged less than 15,000 years ago. The modern Nile is a child of this last 

wet phase in the regional climate's history. 

 I spread out the map of the Nile I always keep with me when I travel here. Because I 

am a historian and political scientist who also happens to be geographer, it is a reflex—maps, 

that is, illuminate connections that often do not concern other social scientists. The Nile is more 

than 6,800 kilometers long, and if you stretched it out and shifted it using Cairo as the axis 

point, the river would run over the Mediterranean, through all of Europe, crossing Norway 

lengthwise, and ending many tens of miles north of Svalbard. The precipitation area covers 

around three million square kilometers, so about a tenth of the entire African continent, or an 

area six times larger than France. Eleven countries share the watercourse and around a thousand 

different peoples have developed for generations their diverse cultures and societies there. Due 

to its size and to its variations in climate, topography, flora, fauna, and social formations, the 

Nile Basin is, beyond compare, the most complex and varied of all the great watercourses, both 

when it comes to nature and to social relations. 

 The watercourse's extreme political significance is framed by a merciless paradox: 

Though in extension enormous, the river carries very little water. Its annual average has largely 

been fixed at 84 billion cubic meters, as measured at Aswan in Egypt. That is not much water, 

around twelve percent of the Yangtze or Changjiang, around six percent of the Congo, and 

around one percent of what the Amazon delivers annually on average to the sea. The reason 

for this is the Nile's most significant characteristic: Long stretches of it run through an entirely 

precipitation-free zone. In Upper Egypt, the natural yearly water flow has been somewhere 

between 80 and 90 billion cubic meters. Over the last decades, that number has been reduced, 

 
3 See Said 1993. There are a number of texts on the Nile's hydrology and physiography. For 
an overview, see Tvedt 2004b. 
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not due to climate change but because ten percent of the water evaporates from large artificial 

lakes in the Nubian Desert. And the Nile receives no influx of new water during its almost 

2,700 kilometer long journey through one of the world's driest and hottest regions. No other 

river on earth flows such a distance through desert landscape without contributions from other 

water sources. 

 The Nile River's long, perennial desert journey is unique. Along its course, two distinct 

river systems with completely different hydrological profiles are connected together. The 

White Nile and the Blue Nile, and they meet at Khartoum, the capital of Sudan. Here a 

remarkable hydrological process takes place, which can also explain why the White Nile has 

served as Egypt's most important river throughout history (up until 1971). When the Blue Nile 

is full of water in the fall, it acts as a dam for the much smaller White Nile. As the water level 

in the Blue Nile, which flows from Ethiopia, gradually decreases throughout the spring, the 

pent up water from the White Nile runs down to Egypt, a phenomenon that makes it possible 

to live and farm during the summer as well. 

 The Blue Nile flows around 2,500 kilometers from its humble, sacred source on the 

Ethiopian highlands before it nears Khartoum. This river, as well as the other feeder rivers that 

collect the rain in Ethiopia, like the Atbara (known as the Tekeze and the Setit in Ethiopia and 

Eritrea) and the Sobalt (known as the Baro in Ethiopia), are responsible for almost 90 percent 

of the Nile's total water flow. During the fall, in flood season, the Blue Nile is totally dominant. 

It alone accounts for around 80 percent of all water flowing into Egypt. These rivers' seasonal 

variations, however, are dramatic. The Atbara is almost completely dry during the summer, 

whereas the Blue Nile for three autumn months sends down almost 90 percent of its entire 

annual water supply. 

 The White Nile is a completely different river. As it flows from Khartoum to the 

southernmost swamps—a distance of around 1,800 kilometers—the river experiences a 

phenomenally insignificant declivity of one meter for every 24 kilometers, and its water flow 

varies much less throughout the year. There are no tributaries along its entire southern stretch 

to Malaka. Then from the east comes the Sobat or Baro from Ethiopia, which absorbs a number 

of smaller rivers. At this point, the river turns sharply to the west and flows into Lake No, a 

colossal swamp lake located at the base, or to the north of the world's largest swamp area. 

 This swamp landscape represents the White Nile's most astounding hydrological 

phenomenon: Around 50 percent of the water in Bahr al-Jabal, as the White Nile is known here, 

never reaches Khartoum or Egypt. It is a few miles north of Juba, the capital of what is now 

South Sudan, that the swamps begin. Bahr al-Jabal ("the mountain river" in English, as it 
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originates in the slopes of Central Africa) transforms to a massive, slow-moving lake on the 

level plains of South Sudan. Extending in all directions, its size nonetheless violently fluctuates 

with the season and the Nile's water flow. Other large rivers in South Sudan, like Bahr al-Arab 

and Bahr al-Ghazal (or the Gazelle River, since it flows through an enormous park-like area 

equipped with huge gazelle colonies), never reach the White Nile but terminate in the swamp. 

 At Juba, the While Nile still has 4,787 kilometers to travel before it reaches the sea. 168 

kilometers upstream, it crosses the Sudan-Uganda border at Fola Falls after flowing out of Lake 

Albert, through the swamp-lake Kyoga, and then squeezes itself out of Lake Victoria at Jinja, 

not far from where Uganda's first power station, known as "Uganda's beginning," is located. 

 These Central African lakes act as the White Nile's immense natural reservoir. They 

were formed when rain arrived at the equatorial lakes in today's Uganda as ice retreated 

following the last ice age. Extreme weather resulted in lakes Victoria and Albert overflowing 

for a time with rainwater; it began streaming northward and down, thereby forming the modern 

Nile. These water quantities, which coursed unimpeded over what was then a dry region, but 

which today is a thick swamp, reached Egypt, and over a period of a few centuries the river 

gave rise to steady, powerful floods that ultimately formed the original Nile Delta with its many 

watercourses. 

 For the last 10,000 years, Lake Victoria has been predominately stable and is now the 

world's second largest lake. It produces heavy precipitation amounts due to evaporation from 

its gigantic surface, and additionally acquires water from rivers flowing from Burundi, 

Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, and especially Kenya. The lake is described continually as the 

Nile's source in both encyclopedias and tourist guides, but the White Nile has many sources—

in the east, Kenya; in the south, Burundi; and in the west, Rwanda and the Congo. The western 

mountains, the source of some of its most important tributaries, belong to the wettest regions 

on earth, with rainfall 360 days a year and averaging five meters. The combination of these 

fortuitous meteorological and geological conditions have enabled the Nile's continual water 

flow, even during times of year when the rivers from Ethiopia practically dry up. 

 All these figures might seem misplaced or as bean counting to those who consider a 

human focus to imply limiting oneself to the human realm; that is to say, that a living, human-

centered historical narrative should bypass such figures because they are natural scientific 

distractions. In reality, the opposite is true: These figures summarize in decisive ways not just 

the framework of society's development but also describe a sustained axis and act as a center 

in society's existence. These measurable geographical characteristics give the river its unique 

regional and local identity and ensure that along its banks it has contributed to societal 
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formation in different ways, as well as creating various regional possibilities for exploitation. 

Simply stated, it not possible to understand European colonialism's rise and fall, Ethiopia's 

central role in the prelude to World War II, South Sudan's fate and current position, or Egypt's 

past and future without also recognizing the Nile's hydrology.  
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THE DESERT AND THE DELTA 

 

The Desert Paradise 

 

In order to grasp the Nile's significance for Egypt—the country situated lowest on the 

watercourse and invariably the Nile's superpower—one must comprehend what this desert 

country would have been without the river, even as the value of water becomes clear only after 

experiencing a well running dry, or the nature of light after having experienced the dark. 

 Accordingly, this Nile biography begins with Fayyum, the classic desert oasis west of 

the river. In the Sahara it is so dry that archeologists have, in some places, discovered cigarette 

paper tossed aside by Allied soldiers during the Desert War against Germany in the 1940s. It 

is here, where the desert changes colors from flecked brown to pure white, that I open the car 

door and feel the heat strike. I need only walk a few minutes over the nearest sand dunes, away 

from the asphalt road that winds through the brown, completely barren landscape, before I see 

only desert and known that I am alone. Utterly alone. There is nothing here. And perhaps the 

scene's most distinctive feature: the lack of odor. For although the endless, horizonward 

stretching sand waves are reminiscent of the sea, this is a place without scent. The feeling of 

emptiness is strengthened by the wind's brisk, lonely way of blowing. Closer to the truth of 

Egypt's position is difficult to arrive. 

 It is at this point, after I climbing back into the car and thinking I hear the motor stall 

on account of the heat, that an imaginative city dweller can start developing romantic fantasies 

inspired by desert journeys on film: The four wheeler stranded due to motor trouble, and the 

wind that slowly but surely buries the vehicle while people seek shelter inside it. The water 

bottles that steadily empty . . . Signs showing the way to Fayyum abruptly come into view. 

 Known as "Egypt's Garden" for thousands of years, the site is also called "the Desert 

Paradise." 4  It is a pulsating oasis—with beautiful mosques, old churches, and ancient 

monuments. When standing at the center of this 692-square-kilometer basin and watching the 

palm trees all bending in the same direction, donkeys bearing loads of corn and fruit that appear 

far too heavy, water buffaloes studiously contemplating by-passers, and farmers, yes, farmers 

everywhere, working the small, green fields, it is difficult to comprehend that it almost never 

rains here. 

 
4 For an early work on this subject, see for example Mariette and Brodrik 1890. Outlines of 
Ancient Egyptian History (www.forgottenbooks.org). For a short guide, see Hewison 2008. 
[bibliographical entry missing for Hewison] 
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 What makes this site so intriguing for anyone concerned with mankind's early history 

is that it was also a fertile paradise in prehistoric times. The first permanent Egyptian 

settlements are estimated to be around 7,000 years old and it is here in Fayyum that they 

appeared—the result of a migration process with singularly far-reaching consequences. As the 

Sahara slowly transformed to desert, "climate refugees," as we would call them today, hunted 

for permanent water sources. Gradually, the area east of the Nile Valley was peopled until 

finally they arrived at the perennial river flowing across the Sahara waste. 

 Fayyum quickly became one of the first true agricultural regions in world history. Its 

location is due exclusively to the fact that the Nile floods annually over the low hills, while the 

desert separates the river from the site. Originally, Fayyum's fertility was the river's natural 

handiwork. However, the river also demonstrated to mankind the functioning of nature's 

wonders, or the gods' wonders, since for many they were one and the same thing, and the goal 

became to imitate them, if on a smaller scale. 

 As such, almost 4,000 years ago, under the rule of Amenemhet I in the Twelfth Dynasty, 

the Egyptians had the ingenious idea of controlling the flood with the help of natural Lake 

Fayyum acting as a regulating reservoir.5 The lake, later described as a divine as well as a 

natural wonder by countless travelers, was quite simply an early Nile dam, presumably one of 

the first construction of this type in human history. The nearly 4,000 year-old regulating dam 

in Egypt's central oasis was, in other words, a precursor to the tens of thousands of such 

structures that make modern society possible, which proved prerequisite to the fantastic growth 

in food production after 1900, and also prerequisite for millions of people eventually being 

able to settle and live in the small areas we term cities. Today the dam has been expanded to a 

massive inland lake that glitters a lazy blue in the midst of a desert, although the water is too 

dead to seem truly refreshing. From the southern shore, the lake stretches as far as the eye can 

see; the air is hazy here, it trembles from the heat, and far in the distance arid hills protrude like 

heads from the lake, silhouetted against the near white sky with a yellow-red desert hue. 

 Myths handed down tell us that it was the Biblical Joseph who eventually widened the 

riverbed the Nile created when overflowing with floodwater, at the point the riverbed breaks 

away from the Nile and out of the Nile Valley to the west, just a little south of Fayyum. 

Therefore, the canal is called Joseph's Canal. The water system upon which the many date 

growers, store owners, restaurants, and mosques in Fayyum are wholly dependent is, 

accordingly, a product of both nature and of man's ability to imitate and expand upon the 

 
5 Forbes 1964-1972. 
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natural. If you walk along the canals winding through the oasis, it is difficult to distinguish 

where one ends and another begins. In this way, Fayyum proves a densified, concentrated 

picture of Egypt—extremely lush, surrounded on all sides by desert, built from an amalgam of 

the Nile's natural character and the man-made and man-controlled water system. 

 Fayyum is Egypt's reflection for another reason as well. Whereas the oasis has been 

steadily given increasing water amounts by the state, water shortage and people's expressed 

displeasure are growing. Water control in a desert climate is always a two-edged sword, both 

ecologically and politically, because demand will always grow in keeping with society's 

development. It is an indisputable fact that the more Egyptians who become dependent on Nile 

water use, the more vulnerable they are to natural and man-made changes to the river's water 

flow. From a longterm perspective, this idea can be described as the paradoxical hydraulic 

clamp around which Egyptian history revolves. 

 

Scarabs, Rebirth, and the River of Death and Life 

 

The desert between Fayyum and Alexandria—nothing but sand and wind. No trace of life, 

except for a beetle, a scarab, rolling a ball of moist earth up a small rise in the desert sand. At 

times the ball proves too heavy and roles back down. Then the beetle starts afresh, again 

pushing the ball up, centimeter after centimeter. Usually the male beetle rolls. The female 

follows behind. They lay their eggs wherever they can find some moist clay or excrement in 

which to pack them. Then they roll the ball to a safe place in the desert, bury it in the sand, and, 

having thus secured their offspring, peacefully expire. 

 These desert beetles enjoyed sacred status in ancient Egypt. Scarabs evoked and 

concretized ancient Egyptian idea of transformation, renewal, and rebirth. In Egyptian 

mythology, Khepri, "He Who Came Into Being," was the god that symbolized the self-creative 

ability. He was typically represented as pushing the sun across the sky daily, having already 

rolled it safely through the Egyptian underworld during the night. Most often Khepri was also 

depicted as a scarab. In some grave paintings, the god who symbolized the creative ability was 

shown as having man's body and a desert beetle's head. 

 The ancient Egyptians believed that the beetle, like Khepri himself, came from nothing. 

Because they thought all scarabs were male, the insects creeping from the balls literally 

emerged from nothing. They symbolized creative power and eternal life. 

 The scarabs and Khepri could help explain the natural processes that the Egyptians 

regularly witnessed: life's rebirth from death, the earth's renewal from lifeless brown to living 
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green, plants appearing from the desert stand as if springing from nothing. Every year the 

Egyptian farmers, as well as the Egyptian society as a whole, experienced such miracles. The 

delta was transformed from a place where no life could grow to the world's most fertile region. 

Nature accomplished this feat on its own. Given the day's knowledge of nature's operations, 

there was no choice but to attribute the Nile's wonders to the power of gods or, eventually, to 

the pharaohs as god-kings. Since they observed the process every year, it was natural for the 

Egyptians to assume that death was merely a portal to new life.6 

 The scarabs that unperturbedly roll their ball, created from excrement or a bit of moist 

sludge, up the gentle rise in the desert, are nature's history teachers and mythology's harbingers. 

They are a reminder and an exemplification of the ideas surrounding death and life that 

dominated Egyptian thought, a mode of thinking that colored and shaped people's worldviews 

for much longer than Christian and Islamic perceptions of death and life have dominated 

Europe and the Middle East's conceptual universe. In many ways, the Nile's annual miracles 

set the stage for ideas central to the desert religions that later emerged in its vicinity and that 

would ultimately affect the world. The beetle, in addition to proving the basis for the first 

myths, evokes the Nile as the producer of ideas regarding eternal life and as the creator of 

societal existence. 

 Religious traditions in ancient Egypt, as in all the major river civilizations in the Middle 

East and Asia around the same time, arose literally among people who conducted their lives 

along the great rivers' banks. This fact obviously stimulated the development of a clever 

administrative system, where the need to calculate taxes based on Nile flood dimensions 

hastened the establishment of fixed measuring units and the advancement of mathematics. The 

Egyptians were also pioneers in astronomical development due to their need for prediction—

not of the weather, which remained unvarying—but of the flood. The Nile, however, was also 

central to man's cosmic universe. When it came to nature and the vital connections, the river 

was the great teacher; it shaped those human experiences to which the gods, if their messages 

 
6 There is extensive literature on the subject of ancient Egyptian world views. Some of the 
texts I have found to be most interesting are: Anthes 1959. "Egyptian Theology in the Third 
Millennium B.C", Journal of Near Eastern Studies. Vol. 18; Assmann 1995. Egyptian Solar 
Religion in the New Kingdom: Re, Amun and the Crisis of Polytheism; Blackman 1925. 
"Osiris or the Sun-God?", The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, Vol. 11; Faulkner 1969. The 
Ancient Egyptian pyramid Texts; Faulkner 2007. The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts; Griffiths 
1960. The Conflict of Horus and Seth: From Egyptian and Classical Sources; MacQuitty 
1976. Island of Isis: Philae, Temple of the Nile; Trigger 2003. Understanding Early 
Civilizations: A Comparative Study; Wainwright 1963. "The Origin of Storm-Gods in 
Egypt", The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, Vol. 49. 
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were to find fertile ground, must speak. Its alluvial geography—the river's eternal ambiguity 

as both life-bringer and death's harbinger, as the source of fruitful irrigation and destructive 

flooding and draught—naturally shaped mankind's conceptions of death and life. 

 Pyramid texts show that, for the ancient Egyptians, to cross the Nile was to cross the 

boundary or connector between states of existence. The social, the earthly life, occurred on the 

river's east bank. By being immediately transported to the west bank after death, the pharaohs 

could rise from the dead, and it is for this reason that the pyramids, which are, after all, 

enormous grave markers, are located there. Crossing the river westward made reincarnation 

possible. 

 The belief that the Nile came from the underworld where death reigned is another 

illustration of the way in which Egyptian cosmology reflected mankind's surrounding 

ecological universe. The world was shaped by clear oppositions: between drought and the 

inundating river, between desert and civilization, between light and dark, between one 

riverbank and the other, between the earthly river and the divine, underworldly river. Pyramid 

texts illustrate how the river split Egypt in two between the realms of death and life. The dead 

travelled west, crossed the underworld, and reincarnated in the east at dawn, after which they 

traversed the heavens over the Nile to end again in the west, and so on, eternally. The journey 

in the heavenly world reproduced what daily took place on the Nile. The sun rose, boats crossed 

the river, the water alternately flooded and subsided, pressing forward and then retreating. 

 As such, the Nile simultaneously represented a traditional boundary or barrier, as well 

as a connector between two forms of existence. It was only logical, therefore, that this river 

could only be navigated by a supernatural being: the mystical ferryman, Mahaf, who 

transported the dead. He could travel in both directions because he had two faces, one facing 

forwards and one behind. Similarly, the river in Egyptian texts acts as both barrier and meeting 

place between people, worlds, and life and death.7 As focused as they were on immortality, the 

ancient Egyptians nonetheless had an optimistic religion: This life was just the beginning of 

life after death, a passage, so to speak, to the next life—like the drought years were a passage, 

a way-station between the fecundity, the activity of two Nile floods. 

 
7 Today this mythology is not as easy to understand because it assumes that the pyramids, as 
burial chambers, are located directly on the riverbank. That is precisely where they were, 
however, 5,000 years ago. Up into the 1900s, the pyramids were reflected in the fluid, 
mystical divide between the two worlds. As the Nile was gradually tamed, however the 
relationship between grave and river was terminated. 
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 It was only in the mid-1800s that the Nile was first subjected to human will, meaning 

that the river steadily proved less suitable as raw material for these kinds of religious myths. 

Now, with the development of mighty dams and reservoirs and massive, perennial channels 

brimming with water miles from the river, the groundwork was laid for an entirely new type of 

worldview, one based on stories of modernity's triumph, of humanity and technology's victory 

over nature. 

 

Society and the River's Rhythm 

 

One of the books I typically have on hand when I travel along the Nile is The History, written 

by the Greek Herodotus almost 2,500 years ago. Like all great literature, this book consistently 

reveals different sides of itself, even as its deliberate, rather intricate, yet controlled style and 

form suits the Nile's nature and social role. Herodotus was a historian—he is often called "the 

father of history"—but first and foremost he was a meticulous observer. He traveled many 

places in the classical world, the Nile among them, and he talked to the people and priests he 

met along the way; he listened and took notes, a kind of inquisitive romantic who desired 

knowledge for knowledge's sake. He was not satisfied simply with what people told him or 

with what he regarded as inherited truths; he wanted to discover things for himself. Herodotus's 

descriptions of the ease with which the Egyptians farmed, something due to the Nile's natural 

way of irrigating the ground, capture the heart and character of ancient, pharaonic Egypt: 

 It is certain however that now they gather in fruit from the earth with less labour than 

any other men and also with less than the other Egyptians; for they have no labour in 

breaking up furrows with a plough nor in hoeing nor in any other of those labours 

which other men have about a crop; but when the river has come up of itself and 

watered their fields and after watering has left them again, then each man sows his 

own field and turns into it swine, and when he has trodden the seed into the ground by 

means of the swine, after that he waits for the harvest; and when he has threshed the 

corn by means of the swine, then he gathers it in.8 

 

The Egyptians practiced basin or flood irrigation. They adapted to the river's natural and very 

regular fluctuations. At the start of June, the Nile was a small, modest river. The land and fields 

had baked in the sun and dried in the Sahara winds until they seemed a desert extension. Then 

 
8 Herodotus 2008: Book II, chpt. 14. 
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came the Nile flood every single fall. For just a few weeks every year, the river could swell to 

400 times what it had been at its narrowest point. At that point, the villages were like islands 

in a brown ocean. After awhile the water withdrew, depositing meanwhile over 100 million 

tons of rich, fertile sludge as it flooded thick and brown towards the sea. The only thing to do 

then was plant and sow and wait for the crops to grow—larger and faster than they did 

anywhere else in the world. Egyptians, especially those living in the delta or in Lower Egypt, 

did not require a strong state to develop an agriculture than was more effective than that of 

other regions at the time. In Upper Egypt, floodwaters were sealed behind solid dikes. When 

the river reaches its highest point, the water was released into the basins, which might cover 

40,000 acres. Finally, they released the water downstream when the ground was sufficiently 

irrigated. 

 The Nile's particular hydrology and ecology posed different requirements for social 

organization than that of other rivers. In Egypt, the state did not need to mobilize tens of 

thousands or even millions of farmers or slaves to build permanent dikes along the river as did 

the Chinese state and feudal lords, especially along the Yellow River. Catastrophic flooding 

was seldom. When the river threatened to rise above the nilometer level to which population 

and economy were accustomed, an extensive monitoring and safety network was mobilized. A 

mark on an inner wall at Luxor testifies to an abnormally high flood in the 22nd Dynasty (943-

746 B.C.) in Upper Egypt. The inscription reads: "This land was in his power like the sea, there 

was no dike of the people to withstand its fury. All the people were like [sea] birds […]".9 The 

Egyptians also implemented huge waterworks, but they did not have the same critical 

significance as those along the Euphrates and Tigris or along the great Chinese rivers. One of 

the world's first dams was raised in Egypt ca. 2600 B.C., the Sadd al-Kefara Dam on Wadi al-

Garawi. It was meant to control the Nile flood, but since it was destroyed shortly thereafter, it 

did not prove decisive for the country's development. 

 The danger of salinization, something that plagued Sumer and perhaps contributed to 

its downfall, did not represent the same problem in Egypt due to the flood's yearly role and 

return. The river washed away any salt deposited during cultivation. The Nile's character, as 

such, decisively contributed to the fact that Egyptian farmers for large swaths of the year simply 

had nothing to do, and so could more easily be mobilized for various types of public works—

pyramid building, for example. A widely held belief has long been that Egyptian slaves built 

the pyramids and other great structures. However, newer research demonstrates to a high 

 
9 Hawkes 1973: 318. 
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degree of probability that such theories are based around dismissing the river's distinctive 

hydrology and thereby its role in agricultural organization. In Egypt it was the case that for 

several months a year farmers had nothing to do, since typically the soil was not moist enough 

in summer to farm. While everyone waited on next autumn's flood, the population was "free," 

and during that time people could be mobilized, either for the sake of pay or their faith in the 

dominant religion and the pharaoh's divine place within it. 

 The Egyptians also built canals, although to a much lesser extent than in China and 

Sumer. That they had the capability, however, they certainly demonstrated; during the Dynastic 

Period they constructed long canals from the Nile all the way to the Red Sea, and they also 

excavated drainage channels in the delta. One of the earliest administrative titles given to the 

local governor was adj-mer, canal-digger, though that was after the central government began 

taking responsibility for water control. The Nile, furthermore, was also relatively easy to 

navigate. The current carried boats north, while the wind largely blew south. By controlling 

boat transport, the state and its head could control the transfer of wares and people. It was more 

difficult to navigate the violent Chinese rivers, especially the Yellow River, not to mention the 

Euphrates and Tigris. 

 As I approach the delta and pass the first small field plots on the desert's edge, I retrieve 

Herodotus's book; I read his words again and imagine, thanks to his descriptions, that I can see 

how Egyptians have lived their lives for millennia, eternally striving to adapt to the river's 

rhythm, to its gifts, and to its perils. 

 

Cities and Rivers That Vanished 

 

If you walk along the beaches of Alexandria, where waves crash against kilometer upon 

kilometer of white sand, and where the sun, with all the typical hallmarks of a triumphant east 

Mediterranean sunset, sinks behind the fortress where the Pharos Lighthouse once stood, it 

seems simply unnatural that Alexandria is a Nile city. The four mile long Corniche, the famous 

beach promenade with its parallel road, insists on turning the city's face to the sea. In the same 

way as the changing functions of urban development, road architecture, sewage system 

aesthetics, and dumps must be included in our understanding of society's history if that history 

is not to become anemic and essentially inhuman, so the Nile's story must extend beyond 

human ideas and plans. A vital history that strives to place man actively at its center must also 

tackle nature, ecological processes, and technological adaptations; that is to say, it must analyze 

the structures that have consistently posed the different and changing frameworks for the acting 
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individual, whether that person be an army leader, a modern engineer, or a political 

entrepreneur. 

 One July day in 1961, an amateur diver swam down alone in the polluted sea basin just 

outside Alexandria's promenade. Abruptly, he found himself in an ancient world: He saw a 

staircase surrounded by white marble columns, a life-sized Roman statue, a gold coin, a 

sarcophagus, and not far from the mighty fortress that had guarded the city for centuries, two 

headless sphinxes, more marble columns, and a massive statue cleaved in two. Kamel Abul-

Saadat, spear fisherman and amateur diver, had uncovered Egypt's buried past. 

 Only a few stone throws from where waves crash against Fort Qayt Bay, and well 

within sight of the modern library and the promenade, you can dive into an ancient world, silent 

and drowned. Strange forms lie scattered across the sea floor. Alexandria's greatest treasures—

the ruins of Cleopatra's palace, among other things—lie six to eight meters beneath the 

Mediterranean's surface. Even as a black face comes into view and staring eyes meet yours 

through your diver's goggles—it is a sphinx that has rested here, undisturbed, for thousands of 

years—you are aware that above you the sea strikes unabated the stone walls surrounding the 

fortress and the city's protective breakwater. 

 As it stands now, 25 ancient cities have been discovered on the sea floor beyond the 

Nile Delta. Though these cities bear witness to many fates and many histories, they foremost 

demonstrate that the Nile as river has its own history, just as the people who live along its banks 

have theirs. Thanks to Herodotus's book, we know that in his day there were three rivers located 

five to fifteen kilometers east of Alexandria, whereas today there is only one.10 There were also 

four secondary rivers, Saitic, Mendesian, Bucolic, and Bolbitine, though the last two were 

described as being partially artificial, created or influenced by human intervention. As such, 

Herodotus's meticulous objectivity ensures that the book continues to speak directly to us, even 

as other parts of the work definitely belong to a "foreign country" whose world of ideas 

completely differs from modern rationality. Nonetheless, the book's descriptions of the Nile 

system render it far more relevant and current than many of the articles appearing in yesterday's 

papers. When Herodotus describes how the river has transformed itself within the delta, he is 

speaking to the Modern Age; he is speaking rationality's language, even though the river he 

sees obviously exists within an entirely different conceptual universe. Herodotus illuminates 

both sides of the Nile's role in human history, as well as how the river has its own history. 

 
10 The three main rivers were the Pelusaic, the Sebennytic, and the Canopic. See Hassan 
1997: 1-74. 
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When he traveled the delta, the system had undergone major changes since 7000. Back then, 

what would become the fruitful Nile Delta was swampland cut by a river with indefinite banks 

where huge papyrus forests provided hippos, crocodiles, and birds with fantastic concealment 

and habitat. By around 3000, the Mediterranean had risen about 20 meters. The delta, in 

prehistoric times, was a gigantic tidal estuary with scattered islands. Throughout the millennia, 

Nile deposits created land areas that divided the estuary into different branches. Science will 

probably never determined exactly what occurred during these millennia, but it is clear that the 

rivers crossing the delta changed course, and that parts of the region gradually sank into the 

ocean. As such, writing around 400 B.C., Herodotus not only described cities of the delta as if 

they were islands in the Adriatic, located in the midst of a massive, swamp-like area and 

adapted to the river's natural fluctuations. He also described rivers and cities that by 1000 A.D. 

had completely disappeared.  

 Underwater archeologists have now reconstructed where one of the rivers Herodotus 

described, the Canopic, ran out. At its mouth lay Heracleion, named after the classical god 

Heracles, whom the Greeks (including the Oracle at Delphi) regarded as the descendent of a 

much older Egyptian Hercules. The Greek historian Diodoros tells how Heracles succeeded in 

damming a flood and forcing the river back to its usual bed. As a result, people built him a 

temple and named the place after him. Heracleion also contained many temples devoted to Nile 

gods and, as a religious center, attracted pilgrims from the entire Mediterranean region. Ancient 

texts describe the city as a gateway to Egypt. From the city, you could sail up the Nile with the 

wind blowing north to south, to Memphis or Thebes, and down the river with the current. 

 The Canopic was one of the many rivers that vanished, thereby removing from history 

the cities along its banks. In pharaonic time, projects to control the river were already being 

implemented and pyramid texts document the digging of transport and drainage canals. 

Accordingly, the river was destroyed, not only due to its own relentless ecological logic, but 

also because the pharaohs dug the Bolbitic around 300 B.C. The canal's water carrying capacity 

was now greater than before, which meant there was less water for the Canopic, something that 

finally terminated it. Heracleion is one of the cities that underwater archeologists have 

discovered and they have described it as being intact, as if frozen in time. 

 Today Herodotus's more than 2,000 year-old Histories has acquired new relevance. 

Since he chronicled the city communities he saw and documented where they lay with respect 

to rivers that no longer exist, archeologists have something to go on, and people who trust and 

fear that parts of today's delta will sink into the ocean can use historic examples as reference 

points. From a long Nile-ecological perspective, there are indications that point to an alarming 
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future, a future some believe will prove a reality during the present century. The ancient past 

has become present in a way that eludes conventional ways of distinguishing between past and 

present, which means the past is not simply "a foreign country." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alexander the Great's Nile City 

 

In the words of E.M. Forster, few cities "have made so magnificent an entry into history as 

Alexandria." And few cities have had a more spectacular and chaotic history, not to mention a 

more uncertain future.11  

 It was Alexander the Great who founded the city not far from the west mouth of the 

Nile, right on the Mediterranean's shores. Alexander needed a capital city for his newly 

conquered country. In 331 B.C., he ordered the city to be built on the site of what was then a 

small fishing port. Today, of the at least 17 cities Alexander founded and named after himself, 

Egypt's Alexandria is the only one that did not prove a mayfly in urbanization's history, a fact 

due to the Nile's stability as a trade arterial and to the city's smart positioning. Attention had 

been paid, namely, not only to existing trade patterns but also to natural processes: to the Nile's 

hydrology and to the delta's topography. Instead of building the city in the delta itself, it was 

placed about 30 kilometers to the west. In that way, the Nile's alluvial deposits would not 

destroy the port and the city acquired a bog-like lake directly to the south. 

 Due to the canal that the young Macedonian commander commissioned, Alexandria 

remained for centuries the most important trade center in the evolving Mediterranean economy. 

The city obtained two good, protected ports that connected trade of diverse wares from two 

distinct water systems. One port was intended for transport along the Nile of Egypt's 

agricultural wares; the Egyptian Delta had for thousands of years already been one of the 

world's most productive agricultural areas. The second was equipped for the Mediterranean's 

new, sea-faring ships. The city thus became a transit port into Egypt for goods from all the 

world's corners and for Egypt's products to be shipped out into the world. This Mediterranean 

 
11 Forster 1982. See also Marlow 1971 and Pollard and Reid 2006. 
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hub also acquired the reputation early on as a beautiful city with a comfortable climate. Since 

Egypt was a part of the Hellenic and Roman empire, it attracted numerous Greeks and Romans. 

Alexander the Great—whom Plutarch claims was somewhere between 1.60 m and 1.65 m. 

tall—left behind a city that was perhaps the first to truly earn the name metropolis. 

 The more trade the city organized, the more it needed a symbol of prosperity, as well 

as a more effective means of guiding ships through the limestone reefs beyond the coast. 

Therefore, Ptolemy I, who founded the Macedonian Ptolemaic dynasty after Alexander's death, 

commissioned in 290 B.C. a lighthouse to be built on Pharos Island in the bay outside the city. 

When it was completed 20 years later, Alexandria was home not only to the world's first known 

lighthouse but also to the world's tallest structure. The lighthouse stood over 120 meters. In 

testament to Alexandria's position: "Pharos" became the root word for fire in French, Italian, 

Spanish, and Norwegian. Looking today toward the Ottoman fortress where the lighthouse 

once towered—whether gazing from one of the colonial Cecil House Hotel's balconies with its 

glorious sea views or sitting, dangling your legs against the wall that curves the entire 

promenade, together with some of the thousands of city inhabitants who always seem to sit 

there—it is easy to imagine how proudly the Pharos Lighthouse, regarded as one of the world's 

seven wonders, appeared to visitors. 

 Under the Ptolemies, the city became a center of science, trade, and learning within the 

entire Hellenic world. It was a cosmopolitan melting pot where Greek thought, ancient Eastern 

religions, and new mystic cult movements influenced each other. Alexandria became a center, 

one of the most remarkable in world history—not for art, as in Athens—but for science. 

Anatomy, geography, astronomy, and mathematics made great forward strides here. 

 The city's library attracted the foremost Greek mathematicians, engineers, physicists, 

architects, and geographers. Here astronomy and mathematics developed in flourishes. Sharp 

minds drew and discussed some of the first world maps. As a result, if there is a place in history 

that truly had earned the name center of learning, it is Alexandria during this period. The library 

built its position by exploiting Alexandria's role as a trade hub. The dynasty's rulers ordered all 

ships to be searched—for books. Were any found, they must be given to the library. There the 

books would be copied; the library retained the originals. Such books were catalogued 

separately, placed under the key word "from the ships." The book collection was so extensive 

that people eventually began making counterfeits, representing works as if they were written 

by Aristotle, for example, whereas in reality they were written by others. Some have claimed 

that the library had more than 700,000 documents and that it contained "all the world's 

knowledge." Historians have subsequently determined that that number is exaggerated, 
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although there can be no doubt that, during that period, Alexandria and the Nile Delta were not 

only the Nile Valley's but also the world's seat of learning. 

 The economic conditions that allowed the city to become a knowledge center 2000 

years ago was its scope of trade, and the condition that enabled such trade was Alexandria's 

location at the most effective point on the connecting line between the Nile and the rest of the 

world. When contact with the Nile system later changed due to hydrological and political 

causes, when the necessary and extensive maintenance work on the canals between the delta 

and Alexandria was neglected, and when boats grew larger than the canals could handle, 

Alexandria gradually declined and with it the library. 

 The Nile's significance for Alexandria has, like the city itself, also changed. Little 

remains of cosmopolitan Alexandria when the library enjoyed its heyday. Here, on the 

Mediterranean's shores, in the city where the Nile cult once dominated but where the modern 

river is now more a manmade threat, I give my address on the water's history of ideas, 

discussing, among other things, the importance of Alexandria and the Nile for philosophy's 

beginnings. 

 

Philosophy's Beginnings 

 

I stop the car at one of the palm forests that fill the delta, wanting to see the forest now, in the 

morning light, before the heat becomes unbearable. Alone I navigate the arrow-straight 

irrigation canals beneath the palms that stand in rank, thousands upon thousands of them, like 

endless alleys. Occasionally there will be a large sand dune, oddly misplaced, since it seems 

like the desert has no place here, like an interloper in Eden's Garden. The light slants between 

the palm leaves. It is beautiful and still, even the water runs, or rather progresses, slowly and 

inaudibly at the base of the narrow canals. As the Koran says: "[Allah created every living 

thing from water]." I am a witness to this principle; it is obvious how water shapes everything, 

although here it takes place with human help. The palms, the green grass, the very least plant—

all result from the fact that for generations Egyptians have drained and channeled, dammed and 

directed the water, creating an intricate ecological economic system whose name is water 

control. 

 It was also in this region that one of world history's most famous men wandered nearly 

3,000 years ago, observing as he did so that water was the most elemental of all basic elements. 

This man would come to change the philosophy's history, maybe even the history of ideas. He 

was Thales of Miletus (624-546), the man whom Aristotle later described as the first natural 
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philosopher and of whom Betrand Russell, in his hugely influential history of philosophy, 

stated more explicitly: "Philosophy begins with Thales."12 

 Thales was interested in everything—philosophy, history, geography, politics, and 

mathematics. He was deeply involved in astronomy and some claim he was the first to float 

the idea of the soul's immortality. He was perhaps also the first to be described according to 

what would become a professorial cliché: Socrates told Plato—and Plato must have found it 

interesting enough to hand it down—that Thales was once so absorbed in star-gazing that he 

tumbled into a well. 

 Historians have debated for the last two thousand how much Thales actually wrote and 

what in fact he said. Some have maintained that he only wrote 200 lines during his entire 

lifetime! What immortalized him, however, was the claim that water formed nature's basic 

element, as Aristotle explained it several centuries later. In De caelo (On the Heavens), 

Aristotle wrote: "Others say the earth rests upon water. This, indeed, is the oldest theory that 

has been preserved, and is attributed to Thales of Miletus."13  Thales thought nature was 

composed of a single material substance—water. 

 The philosopher, therefore, identified water as being the first principle of all things. The 

earth and everything on it had once been water. Thales, after all, had seen with his own eyes 

how nature demonstrated and reinforced this truth. On his journeys throughout the Nile Delta 

he, like everyone else, could see how water, literally speaking, shaped land and life, year after 

year after year. Half the time the delta was a massive swampland, but as the water retreated, 

rivers, lesser swamps, and extremely fertile cultivation areas emerged. The people living along 

the river built their houses on pales so they could stay in place when the annual flood came. 

And every single year the water deposited yet again its inexplicable bonus: a fine layer of 

natural fertilizer or sludge. In Egypt, the question of who or what was responsible must had 

been debated for hundreds of generations by poor farmers, priests, and rulers whose power 

depended upon this very process. Back then they had no way of knowing that the Nile carried 

with it tens of thousands of tons of extremely fertile soil from the Ethiopian mountains, 

dissolved into small particles in the water that came coursing for a few months every fall. 

Thales offered the Greeks in Athens an explanation of what in Egypt was an observable natural 

phenomenon. When he wondered what the world was made of, and he answered water, it was 

an entirely logical, indeed, it was a natural, empirical observation. To his great merit, the 

 
12 Russel 1962. 
13 Aristotle, De caelo 294a28-30.  
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observation was made outside of a religious universe that held the river and its water to be 

divine manifestations—and this represented philosophy's beginning. 

 Thales's viewpoint, of course, is also reminiscent of ancient Egyptian ideas. They 

believed that life's source was an inexhaustible, primordial spring, personified by the god Nu, 

which produced the two holy "rivers"—the Nile, the life-giver, and the heavens where Ra, the 

sun, sails. Within this bottomless, fluid mass floats the seed of all things, as Egyptian priests 

explained it. This mystical, religious theory on water and earth's creation was part of the 

conceptual universe surrounding Thales, for which the Nile's character provided the basis. 

 Thales's statement of water's significance occurred at a time when the Nile Delta was 

by far the Mediterranean's most economically productive region, as well as its cultural center. 

The Nile Delta was a parcel of the region's collective, experiential world, an idea expressed in 

connections between the ancient Egyptian and Greek pantheons. If Thales's link to the Nile 

Delta and its distinctive hydrology and mystical ecology is overlooked or dismissed, and if his 

claim is analyzed as though he concluded that everything was water while strolling between 

Athenian columns, it is easier to mistake the growth of Western civilization as being more of 

a European, geographical phenomenon than it actually was.  

 I ponder this idea while sitting at one of the thousands of sidewalk cafés located at one 

of the thousands of small towns in the delta, where population density is only rising, even 

though it already stands at 1,000 people per square kilometer. The contrasts between lifestyles 

and worlds is striking—middle-aged men in nice suits and expensive cars, undoubtedly moving 

between air-conditioned houses and offices, and other middle-aged men who look considerably 

older and who probably belong to Egypt's 30 percent illiterate populace, standing behind ox 

carts as farmers have done since the wheel's invention, trying to convince their oxen to move 

in the noisy chaos, heading, presumably, to the small ground patches their family cultivates. 

As I stand and leave a small tip, I mutter that everything is definitely not made of water. 

 

 

 

 

 

Caesar and Cleopatra's Nile Journey  
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The year is 47 B.C. and Alexandria continues at the height of its power. A gigantic boat drifts 

slowly up the Nile.14 On deck stands Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt, and Julius Caesar, Emperor 

of the mighty Roman Empire. They have left their Alexandria residence to greet the people. 

400 lesser vessels escort them. The river banks throng with crowds. It is a scene from one of 

world history's most mythological boat tours. 

 As always, myth-making possibilities are strengthened by the lack of actual written 

sources. Regarding the boat tour, there is only one, and it was recorded 150 years after the fact. 

Appian, who lived in Alexandria, did not write his famous history until the mid-100s. And this 

lack of precise documentation has given fantasy wings. At the beginning of the 1600s, 

Cleopatra's drama was immortalized by William Shakespeare in Anthony and Cleopatra, and 

countless books have been written and films produced respecting one of world history's most 

famous women. Most historians agree that Caesar and Cleopatra did indeed undertake a 

magnificent journey up the Nile in what at the time seemed an enormous, lavish boat, and that 

this trip was not simply a romantic cruise but a calculated power play; it was a journey laden 

with political symbolism. 

 This "high profile" journey, assuming it did occur, must have had a political objective.15 

Since time immemorial the pharaohs had used boat trips along the country's arterials as power 

demonstrations. Because all life was oriented toward the riverbanks and everyone knew that 

only the mightiest could afford the largest boats, the pharaohs traveled up and down the Nile 

to evoke and secure their elevated place in society. Along the riverbanks, numerous smaller 

and larger palaces were erected where the pharaohs could gather their underlings. The 

connection between receiving homage on a Nile boat and retaining earthly power was obvious 

and repeatable, and, therefore, in 47 A.D. the idea was ostensibly exploited by Caesar and 

Cleopatra. After their victory in the civil war against those who supported Cleopatra's brother, 

Caesar wanted to appear as the powerful, invincible ruler over the Roman Empire's new 

province. For Cleopatra, it was important to demonstrate that her Roman alliance was to 

Egypt's advantage and did not signify submission. Whether or not she was impregnated during 

this boat trip by the then 30-year-old Caesar, is still debated by historians, despite the fact that 

 
14 Some historians claim that the boat was around 90 meters long and 15 meters wide, but this 
idea is debated. Although there is no contemporaneous description of this boat, detailed 
information does exist regarding large boats with ample space and magnificent ornamentation 
built by the same royal family 100 years earlier. 
15 For a discussion and a description of the journey, see Hillard 2002 in The Classical 
Quarterly, Vol. 52, No. 2: 549-554. 
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Cleopatra herself insisted on it and later gave birth to Ptolemy Caesar, called "Caesarion" or 

"Little Caesar." 

 The voyage may also have had a religious significance since the Nile was considered 

to be a holy river and Cleopatra to be Isis's representative. Cleopatra was both goddess and 

queen. As such, the boat tour clearly signified that Caesar and Cleopatra, like other Egyptian 

rulers before and after them, understood the river's cultural importance, not to mention the 

political capital to be gained by appearing to be the river's sovereign and divinity. Cleopatra, 

the Nile goddess, allowed herself be worshipped on the sacred river. Caesar, emperor of the 

world's most powerful state, knew that the Nile was a deity and a guarantor of the Roman 

Empire's grain supply. And yet, what was the voyage's background? 

 Cleopatra's father Ptolemy XII, "the Flute Player," was not recognized as a king by 

Rome. When he died, Cleopatra, who was 18 years old, ascended the throne together with her 

half-brother, Ptolemy XIII, who was six years younger. So total were the ambitions of the royal 

house that they had adopted a bizarre strategy for retaining power: In order to keep the line 

pure, the ruler's offspring must marry. As a result, Cleopatra and her 12-year-old brother were 

married when they took the throne. Institutionalizing an incestuous power politics, however, 

did remove all rivalry. It merely concentrated it between brother and sister. It was Ptolemy 

XIII's advisor who succeeded in driving Cleopatra from the palace. 

 Then, on October 2, 48 B.C., Caesar sailed into the bay and seized control of 

Alexandria. Cleopatra spied her chance to take revenge on her brother and his followers. Caesar 

had great ambitions as well and arrived with a force of around 30,000 legionnaires. He installed 

himself in the palace and began issuing orders as if he ruled Egypt. Cleopatra's younger brother 

and husband was invited to negotiations. 

 It is here that Cleopatra enters world history, emerging as a singularly romantic, 

mystical, and tragic figure all at once, familiar particularly through the account written by the 

Roman author Plutarch around 150 years later, and which Shakespeare and others have further 

embellished: Cleopatra had herself smuggled behind enemy lines and was delivered—rolled in 

a carpet—to Caesar by a Sicilian tradesman. The following morning, Ptolemy and Cleopatra 

were both summoned before Caesar, who had already fallen for Cleopatra's charms. Her brother 

and husband immediately realized how things stood and fled from the palace shouting that 

Cleopatra had betrayed him. In the civil war the following year, Cleopatra and Caesar 

triumphed over her brother in what is called "the Battle of the Nile." Her brother, according to 

most accounts, was drowned in the river, a traditional way for celebrating a victor's conquest. 

Caesar awarded Cleopatra the right to the throne, but as a subordinate Roman ally. She reigned 
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together with another, even younger brother, the 11-year-old Ptolemy XIV, who, in keeping 

with tradition, became her new husband. Cleopatra was the last Egyptian Pharaoh to govern 

Egypt.16 

 The journey upriver underscored that Julius Caesar now ruled Egypt and that the river 

was kernel of the empire's new province. By having Cleopatra at his side, however, Caesar also 

demonstrated that Rome did not plan to transform Egypt into Rome, so long as the Emperor 

got what the Emperor wanted. And what he mainly desired was—lots of grain. 

 For Rome, Egypt was the crowning jewel, not just due to the country's cultural and 

religious position but because Egypt foremost proved an increasingly important granary. It has 

been calculated that around 200,000 tons of wheat had be transported to the imperial capital 

every year, and much of that was distributed gratis to the city's numerous poor to prevent 

uprisings and maintain the workforce. Almost all of this grain was watered by the Nile; 

Egyptian farmers became producers in the Roman economy. Yet for them life basically 

remained unchanged: Dynasties followed dynasties, regimes came and went, but these events 

had little consequence for the farmers' lives; the state taxed them as before, mobilized them to 

build embankments against flooding; and raided them when it served. Meanwhile, both the 

Ptolemaic and Roman authorities further expanded the irrigation system. They introduced 

"Archimedes's Screw" and increased the use of both shaduf and saqia, two different hoist 

devices for hauling water from the river to the fields, something which made it possible to 

cultivate multiple times a year. 

 

Jesus and Mary's Escape up the Nile Delta 

 

A few centuries after Thales observed that water created everything, but not too long after 

Caesar and Cleopatra accepted the people's homage on their way up the river, a group that 

would become even more famous wandered up the Nile Delta, writing themselves definitively 

into history—the Holy Family. 

 
16 Few people have had more biographies written about them than Cleopatra. This selection 
of texts provides a good impression of the role she played in her life and the role she has 
assumed in subsequent myth creation: Chauveau 1997. Cleopatra: Beyond the Myth and 
Egypt in the Age of Cleopatra; Roller 2010. Cleopatra: A Bibliography; Tyldesley 2008. 
Cleopatra: The Last Queen of Egypt; Volkman 1953. Cleopatra: A Study in Politics and 
Propaganda [Volkman missing from bibliography]; Walker and Higgs (eds.) 2001: 
Cleopatra of Egypt: From History to Myth. 
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 Egypt and the Nile hold a central place in the Bible, a fact that underscores the country 

and the river's significance in Jesus's day for the entire inner Mediterranean region's economy 

and culture. The book is full of detailed descriptions of Eastern Mediterranean life in the 

centuries B.C.; Egypt is mentioned a total of 659 times. In the Bible, the Nile, one of the four 

rivers flowing in the earthly paradise, is mentioned 37 times, in six instances under the name 

Gihon, itself described as the River of Paradise. 

 The Nile's shores proved the stage for critical events in Jewish and Christian history. It 

was Joseph's predictions regarding the river's cycles that made him Pharaoh's foremost dream 

interpreter, and it was Joseph's way of managing the Nile's seven plentiful and seven lean 

years—storing grain from the good years to use during the poor years—that ensured his 

legitimacy as Pharaoh's most trusted man. 

 The Jewish leader Moses was born on the Nile, and it was the rushes along the divine 

river that saved him from Pharaoh's persecution. Moses was also "educated in all the wisdom 

of the Egyptians."17 Later, he lifted his staff and struck the water of the Nile "in the presence 

of Pharaoh and his officials […], and all the water was changed into blood."18 It was here that 

God punished the pharaohs with miserable years. According to the Bible, Abraham dwelt for 

a time along the Nile's banks and Isaiah promised that God would show himself to the 

Egyptians in particular and that they would acknowledge Him on Judgment Day.19 

 It was also here, in this relatively affluent and peaceful part of the Roman Empire, that 

Jesus, Mary, and Joseph arrived, finding temporary protection after the family fled Herod's 

persecutions and his threat to kill all male children of Jewish origin. The Bible says that God's 

angel appeared to Joseph and said: "Get up, […] take the child and his mother and escape to 

Egypt. Stay there until I tell you, for Herod is going to search for the child to kill him.”20 In the 

Egyptian Coptic Church, June 24th is celebrated as the day that Jesus entered the country. 

According to Coptic tradition, the Holy Family stayed in Egypt three years and eleven months. 

Along the river, there are many locations they are said to have been, sites that later became 

memorials and pilgrimage destinations, especially for the Coptic Orthodox Church's followers. 

At the beginning of the 2000s, then Prime Minister of Egypt, Atef Obeid, celebrated a ritual 

together with three other ministers and Pope Shenouda III, the Coptic Church's head, as well 

 
17 Acts of the Apostles 7:22. 
18 Exodus 7:20. 
19 Isaiah 19:21. 
20 Matthew 2:13. 
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as the chief cleric of Egypt's Muslim population, the Grand Sheik of al-Azhar, at the site where 

the Holy Family is believed to have arrived at the Nile, in the Maadi suburb of Cairo. From a 

riverboat, artists sang from a newly composed song and on another boat a tree bowed in 

homage.21 

 

 

Tell Basta is located about 80 kilometers northeast of Cairo on the southeastern edge of the 

modern city Zagazig. Herod described this city already—with a beautiful temple at its center 

surrounded by canals with trees planted along the banks and an annual climax: the festival to 

the cat goddess Bastet, daughter of the sun god, a protective mother goddess linked to fertility. 

Hundreds of thousands of Egyptian pilgrims visited the site yearly. In the same city, an old 

well has been discovered among the ruins. It is here, according to Coptic tales, that Jesus as a 

young boy caused water to spring up from the hill. Just as the Prophet Ezekiel foretold, the 

idols crumbled. The population was furious and Jesus's family was forced to flee. They 

travelled further to what is now called Mostorod, but which was previously known as "al-

Mahamma" or "the bath." Supposedly, Mary bathed the child Jesus and washed their clothes 

here. Most of these pilgrimage sites are gone today, swallowed by urbanization and state 

neglect. 

 The Nile's place in the ancient Israelite and evangelical conceptual worlds thus awarded 

the Nile a central place in the Bible. For this reason, Biblical texts are also a part of the Nile's 

history, and they have influenced and will continue to impact people's perception of and 

relation to the river. The Egyptian Copts keep these stories alive; they are memories of the 

centuries before the Arab-Islamic invasion, when Egypt was still a Christian land, something 

to which their identity is chiefly tied. The Copts have also given the Nile a central place in their 

rituals; among other things, they celebrate the Feast of St. Michael to commemorate the day 

the archangel prayed to God to make the Nile rise.22 

 These myths and stories serve to emphasize that the Nile, in addition to everything else, 

is a river that many view through a religious lens. From this perspective, the present book is 

nothing less than a biography of God's river.  

 

The Bible: God Punishes Those Who Claim To Possess the River 

 
21 See: http//www.beliefnet.com/Entertainment/2000/06/Egypt-Commemorates-Journey-Of-
Jesus-Mary-Joseph.aspx. 
22 See for example Atens 1801: 78. [Atens missing from bibliograpy] 
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As the train speeds through the densely populated Nile Delta on its way from Alexandria to 

Kafr al-Dawar, crossing countless larger and smaller canals, all of which receive water from 

the Nile, I pull the Bible from my bag, put it on the tray table, and reread those sensational 

chapters where God punishes the Egyptians for their ideas and exploitation of the Nile. I want 

to read this text again while the delta yet surrounds me, as we whip past fields and I fleetingly 

glimpse the contours of thousands of poor farmers who utterly depend on the government's 

controlling the river and securing their lifeline. Again, I am reminded of precisely how 

unfruitful the concept is that postmodernists, and much modern social research, holds of the 

place. Obviously, it is impossible for everyone to see the Nile Delta as it actually is, 

independent of their personal filters and perspectives, but that does not mean that it can simply 

be reduced to a social construct: The Nile Delta is a definite physical setting where people lead 

location-determined lives. With this idea as a springboard, it is also easier to understand the 

threat God's words contain. 

 In the Bible, the Nile as Gihon is paradise's river, and although this river, like all rivers, 

is under God's control, the Nile is the only river that God states unequivocally will be used to 

punish an entire people. God, it turns out, has a particular conception of how the Nile should 

be exploited. A strong, literary interpretation of the text implies that anyone who believes the 

Nile is theirs, or who thinks "the Nile is mine," are not only selfish in a social sense, but are in 

rebellion against God's Word, against His plan for the world. 

 God's reaction to what he identifies as Egypt's possessive attitude toward the Nile is 

violent, furious: 

 Egypt will become a desolate wasteland. Then they will know that I am the Lord. 

 Because you said, “The Nile is mine; I made it,” therefore I am against you and against  

 your streams, and I will make the land of Egypt a ruin and a desolate waste from Migdol  

 to Aswan, as far as the border of Cush. The foot of neither man nor beast will pass  

 through it; no one will live there for forty years. I will make the land of Egypt desolate  

 among devastated lands, and her cities will lie desolate forty years among ruined cities

  

 And I will disperse the Egyptians among the nations and scatter them through the  

 countries. Yet this is what the Sovereign Lord says: At the end of forty years I will 

gather  

 the Egyptians from the nations where they were scattered. I will bring them back from  
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 captivity and return them to Upper Egypt, the land of their ancestry. There they will be 

a  

 lowly kingdom. It will be the lowliest of kingdoms and will never again exalt itself 

above  

 the other nations. I will make it so weak that it will never again rule over the nations.23 

 

According to the Bible, the Almighty will demonstrate His omnipotence by destroying Egypt. 

Further, the justification is clear: God will do this because the Egyptians have set themselves 

against Him, and they set themselves against Him, not through adultery, blasphemy, or other 

acts, but by adopting what, in His view, is an unacceptable attitude toward the Nile; because 

they believe they have created, and so own, the river. 

 And yet, why is this brutal punishment of Egypt for its attitude toward the Nile, not to 

mention the vow God has made to destroy the country, so widely unknown and hardly 

discussed? To the extent that one interprets the Bible literally, as God's viewpoint, it will have 

tremendous significance for current and future Nile diplomacy and policy, both in Egypt and 

the surrounding world—in the Christian countries upstream and in the Muslim countries 

downstream. 

 I glance out the window, but since sunset occurred in a flash and it is dark outside, all 

I can see is my face. Quickly, I put away the book and smile cautiously at my Egyptian seat 

mate, glad he cannot see what I was reading. By studying these Biblical texts on a train through 

the Nile Delta, not only does it become easier to understand the words in their concrete, material 

actuality, but it serves also as a general reminder of language's precarious position, if one is 

setting out to write the Nile's biography. It is a task that demands an extraordinary 

consciousness of the role of observer—of outsider—because viewpoint determines the river's 

depictions: Among the people and the political leaders of the eleven countries that share the 

river, there are political and ideological disagreements regarding prosaic things, such as how 

watercourses and drainage basins are to be defined, what constitutes water flow, how much it 

rains, what water security means, and the nature of water rights. Generally speaking, all agree 

to cooperation, but disagreements arise when the time comes to define the simplest, most 

concrete conditions. That is the nonpartisan biographer's challenge. The glance I give my 

reflection in the window is more searching now. 

 

 
23 Ezekiel 29:9-15. 
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Islam Conquers the Nile Delta 

 

"In historiography today, it's a common conception that the religious war between Christianity 

and Islam began during the time of the Crusades and Richard the Lionheart. But they've 

completely overlooked that Islam crushed Christian Egypt four centuries earlier. We were here 

first." The Coptic priest who wants to talk to me in the train station regards me through a pair 

of thick lenses. As he combs his fingers through his long, black beard and I am about to request 

clarification, he continues: "It is as if the warrior Saladin wielded the pen during these 

politically correct, Western stories." 

 The Islamic conquest of Egypt had many consequences, not least for Alexandria and 

the Nile's control. In 642, Kalif Umar and his army subjugated the delta and Alexandria and 

slew the Byzantine forces that still governed the delta, though their interest in Egypt was much 

less than what Rome had demonstrated. The Islamic army commander described the city seized 

by the Arabs thus: "4,000 palaces, 4,000 baths, 400 theaters, 1,200 grocers, and 40,000 Jews." 

Alexandria was still one of the most important trade centers in the Mediterranean region. 

Dissatisfaction with Byzantine rule was great, and, in the 600s, the Coptic Church's 

representatives bid their new Arab-Islamic rulers welcome.24 Little did they suspect what 

consequences for their position this choice would have. 

 Christianity's power and status had changed in the centuries prior to the Arab's invasion. 

The Roman emperor Diocletian, a Croat famous for the palace that adorns Split, had waged a 

frontal attack on Egyptian Christians. So poorly did the Copts fare that their calendar begins 

with the emperor's persecutions. Emperor Constantine, on the other hand, made Christianity 

the state religion in the 400s. At the same time, a religious-dogmatic schism developed between 

Egypt's Coptic Church and the Church in Byzantium, which was the new church headquarters 

built by Constantine, serving to undermine the Church's power and Byzantine interests in 

Egypt. Whereas the province had produced a third of the grain for the Roman Empire, the 

delta's role for Byzantium was significantly smaller. As a result, the Arab conquerers met little 

resistance as they marched up the delta in the 600s. 

 
24 Two books that generally discuss the Arab-Islamic conquest of Egypt, but which place 
little emphasis on the Nile question, are Marsot 2007. A History of Egypt from the Arab 
Conquest to the Present (covering that entire period in around 150 pages, but with particular 
weight placed on the period following Muhammed Ali) [Marsot missing in bibliography] and 
Kennedy 2007. The Great Arab Conquests: How the Spread of Islam Changed the World We 
Live In. 
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 For the Arab-Islamic civilization's wider expansion, control of Egypt and the Nile Delta 

would prove crucial. The delta formed a rich bridgehead for further westward invasions toward 

Maghreb and the Iberian Peninsula, and later France. It enabled the conquerors to better spread 

artificial irrigation and new agricultural crops to arid districts in the southwestern regions of 

Europe, a prerequisite to their success. The Nile Delta remained a granary, but now for the 

eastern Arab heartlands. One thing the new rulers first did was to shift the capital up the Nile 

Valley to Fustat, not too far north of present-day Cairo. Since Egypt was now subject to the 

Islamic caliphate, first with its headquarters in Baghdad and then in Damascus, the country's 

administration, for cultural, historical, and power-political reasons, was oriented towards 

Arabia and the Middle East rather than towards Europe and the Mediterranean, an idea 

formalized when Arabic became the official language in 706. By moving the capital upstream 

of the delta, the Arabs also established a buffer against potential sea attacks. Invading forces 

might have the upper hand at sea but not on the delta's canals, according to strategical military 

reasoning. As such, Alexandria entered a long decline, bolstered by the neglect of the waterway 

connecting the Nile and Alexandria. 

 A popular story in the West has been that Alexandria's famous library was destroyed 

by Caliph Umar and his army. According to this version, the Arab commander supposedly 

ordered all books to be distributed to the city's 4,000 baths so they could be used to heat the 

water. The baths stayed hot for a full six months. The first Western account of this event dates 

back as far as 1663 in Edward Pococke's translation of History of the Dynasties. However, this 

story was rejected as anti-Islamic propaganda as early as 1713 by Fr. Eusèbe Renaudot. Many 

researchers have subsequently drawn the same conclusion. Middle East expert Bernard Lewis, 

considered by many to be a strong critic of Islam, has also determined that Umar and his 

soldiers should be acquitted once and for all of this accusation. And all indications unearthed 

by historical research suggest that, indeed, they were not behind the library's destruction. 

Instead, it was due to a combination of factors: Caesar's warfare, during which parts of the 

library were set afire; Christian leaders who viewed this seat of learning as a cultural and 

religious threat; and, last but not least, Alexandria's general, longterm decline after the Arab's 

seized it—and lost interest in this Mediterranean city, as well as in the canals that tied it to the 

Nile. 

 

The Caliph's Letter to the Nile 
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Islamic tradition tells the story of a letter, the first and only to be addressed to a river. It was 

written by Caliph Umar, also known as Omar al-Faroq or "the One Who Distinguishes between 

Right and Wrong," the second state head in the first Muslim country, in the 600s directly after 

Egypt was conquered. The history of his Nile letter is as follows: 

 When Egypt was conquered, the people approached Amr Ibn al-As, the man who led 

the Arabic occupation, on the first day of one of their months, and said to him: "Amir, this our 

Nile has a certain requirement, and if it is not fulfilled, it will not flow." He asked: "And what 

is that?" They said: "When eleven nights in this month have passed, we find a young virgin. 

After her parents have agreed, we dress her in the finest clothes and jewelry and then cast her 

into the Nile." At this Amr replied: "So it will never be in Islam. Islam crushes all that preceded 

Islam." 

 The Nile flooded neither little nor much. There were crop failures and the people 

planned to emigrate. When Amr discovered this, he wrote to Umar to tell him what had 

happened. The Caliph wrote back: "You were right in what you said. Truly, Islam crushes 

everything that came before Islam." He placed a note inside the letter and wrote to Amr: "I 

have enclosed a slip of paper for you inside my letter, so take it and cast it into the Nile." When 

Umar's letter reached Amr, he took the note and read the following: "From Allah's slave, Umar 

Ibn al-Khattab Amir al-Muminin, to Egypt's Nile. Now, if before you used to flood, then flow 

no longer! If it was Allah who made you flow, then I pray to the Overwhelming One to make 

you run." Amr threw the slip of paper into the Nile the day before the Festival of the Cross. 

The people woke in the morning and Allah, exalted be Him, had made the river flood and it 

rose sixteen cubits one single evening. Allah put a stop to the old Egyptian tradition to this 

day.25 

 

In the centuries following the Arab invasion, one foreign dynasty after another seized control 

of the Egyptian state apparatus, even as Egypt evolved into the Muslim world's most central 

county. The frequent state leadership changes thereby underscores—even as the society at large 

continued to function as it had for centuries—the river's place as a permanent source of riches 

and stability. 

 
25 This story is told, among other places, in Jalal ad-din as-Suyuti (no date). The History of 
the Khalifahs Who Took the Right Way. [Does this need a bibliographical citation?] There is 
also a video on YouTube with pictures, but here the story is rather different and has been 
jazzed up a few notches. 
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 Instead of looking to explain such conservatism in "Egyptian mentality," as has been 

the common practice among historians, it is more fruitful to view it in light of the river, which 

year after year has required the same work effort, the same seasonal fluctuations between work 

and no work. Possibilities for technological innovations were not only limited but largely 

absent, nor were they, in a certain sense, necessary. During the years the water failed to 

materialize or the flood stayed too long, there were crop failures and hardship; dynasties were 

weakened and sometimes collapsed. The Nile's water flow was always the greatest source of 

uncertainty and apprehension. And Muslims long continued to worship the river, even though 

Muslim teachings certainly forbade such idolatry. 

 

Napoleon on the March 

 

Then, at the end of the 1700s, in July of 1798, an earthquake shook Egypt and with it the Nile 

Valley's history. The country's technological backwardness was exposed, not just to the rest of 

the world but especially to Egypt itself. 

 On July 1, 1798, France's expeditionary force, L'Armée d'Orient, led by the then 30-

year-old Napoleon Bonaparte, entered the country at the base of the Nile Delta. For the last 

2,000 years, foreign soldiers arriving in Egypt to occupy and exploit the delta's fertility had 

been the rule rather than the exception. However, the fact that Islam's most important and most 

powerful country could be conquered by a small military contingent from what the Middle East 

then regarded as a barbaric corner of the world—was humiliating. In the 1700s, the Egyptian 

elite was composed of Mamluks, a ruling caste of former slave-soldiers who had first seized 

power almost 1,000 years earlier. Mamluks were non-Arabic Eurasian slaves, boys sold by 

their often nomadic parents, or they were Christians captured in war, taken captive in the 

Turkish territories and, to some extent, the Balkans. They had received military training and 

had been converted to Islam. The first formal Mamluk dynasty was called the Bahri, a name 

that meant "sea" or "river" and referred to their headquarters on Cairo's Roda Island. In 1517, 

Egypt had been conquered by a Sunni-Islamic regime based in today's Turkey and the country 

became a junior partner in the great Ottoman Empire. Into the 1700s, Egypt steadily acquired 

more freedom; the Mamluks seized the opportunity to recapture their position as Egypt's ruling 

elite, though still formally subordinate to the Ottomans. 

 Agriculture remained productive, though pharaonic irrigations methods continued to 

dominate, and the rhythm of society was basically as it had been for millennia. After the Nile 

flooded, earth and clay dams were built to keep the water on the fields longer than natural. The 
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water was then released back into the river and, meanwhile, the ground had received new 

sludge and enough water to be sowed. Extensive maintenance work was undertaken on the 

canals and earthworks, but no technological advances were made. Both Egypt's people and its 

rulers were subject still to the Nile's whims. The waves of famine and epidemics, however, that 

struck Egypt at the end of the 1700s made this fact obvious and weakened the Mamluk regime. 

 The highly typical explanation for this backwardness, or technological "standstill," has 

been to point to religion and culture, adding a blend of "Egyptian fatalism," "Islamic 

conservatism," and illusions of cultural superiority. However, the most significant reason that 

life in Egypt's numerous rural villages remained largely unchanged cannot be sought solely 

within such a religious-cultural perspective. The Christian Copts, for example, shared many 

Muslim values and ideas. Edward William Lane, who was from Britain, described in his 

famous study from the 1800s how Christian women wore veils and disappeared indoors as soon 

as a man appeared. The veil, in fact, was so common it was used to express class distinctions: 

white veils were worn by young, poor women, whereas black was reserved for the more well-

to-do.26 

 The explanation for Egypt's technological stagnation, then, is rather that the technology 

governing both the farming cycle and labor organization did not permit change; any alteration 

would require fundamental implementation in order to make sense. Establishing an alternative 

farming pattern or unfettering agricultural rhythms from the Nile's dominance and its seasonal 

regularity was unfeasible. Given the topological and hydrological conditions at the time, it was 

impossible to control the river's water flow in such new and radical ways that it would make 

altering agricultural technology reasonable. 

 In the years preceding Napoleon's invasion, the Mamluk regime had been further 

weakened by poor Nile years. In August, 1791, the flood receded too quickly: "Need original 

citation."27 The general situation deteriorated further during the summer of 1792. In years when 

the flooding lasted longer than usual or brought less water than was needed, farmers' incomes 

were reduced, thereby reducing tax revenues as well. To compensate, the authorities tried to 

squeeze the farmers in other ways, sometimes resorting to outright armed thievery, thereby 

increasing conflicts between the rulers and the ruled and further weakening the Mamluks' 

position. 

 
26 For a classic European description of Egypt in the early 1800s, see Lane 1836 [1908]. 
Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptian. 
27 al-Jabarti, 1994, 2: 196. 
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 Napoleon's campaign up the delta is fascinating from many perspectives. The idea that 

France should subjugate Egypt had been launched around a century before by a 26-year-old 

German diplomat, a man who later became a philosopher, Gottfried Leibniz. Leibniz hoped 

that an Egyptian adventure would turn the Sun King, Louis XIV's, attention away from any 

plans or notions of venturing eastward into Europe and so towards the Rhine. By the end of the 

1700s, the geopolitical game was different. In Paris, the strategic idea was that French control 

of Egypt was key to weakening England's position as a world power, thus allowing the French 

to undermine Britain's increasingly stronger ties to India. The invasion was also justified by 

the need to spread the French Revolution's ideas—not just to anywhere on the globe—but to 

the very locus of civilization's birth. 

 At the same time, Napoleon sought to weaken opposition to the French invasion with 

political initiatives that undermined the campaign's stated goal of exporting French 

revolutionary ideas. Napoleon—the French Revolution's successor—sent a proclamation to the 

Nile's shores in Egypt declaring the Koran to be the sole road to human happiness and swearing 

that he, Napoleon, would establish a regime based on the Koran's principles. In a letter to the 

Egyptians dated August 1789, he wrote: "I hope […] I shall be able to assemble all the wise 

and learned men of all the countries and establish a uniform government, based on the 

principles of the Koran, which alone are true and capable of bringing happiness to men." He 

also insisted that Muslim leaders should ask the people to read more than twenty verses in the 

Koran, the Holy Book, because it had predicted and described Napoleon's entry into Cairo! He 

also attempted to pose as a Muslim and he participated in Muslim rituals and prayers. Many of 

his closest officers and political advisers reacted to this tactic, which they though might well 

soften resistance in the short term but could create problems in the long term. 

 Like other great military expeditions and conquest attempts, Napoleon's campaign was 

also riddled with conflicts, paradoxes, and self-contradictions. To glorify European 

civilization's merits in the face of the Islamic world, which had not recognized yet the craft of 

printing, mystical tales were spawned of Napoleon, the man who rode up the delta at his army's 

forefront while reading a printed book. Every page he read, he tore out and tossed behind him; 

the pages were collected from the ground, his soldiers imbibing civilization's wisdom and fruits 

as they conquered the Orient. Such tales reflect idealized French portrayals of an army leader 

who staged himself as the New Age's representative, championing knowledge and rationality 

in the backwards Orient. 

 Yet the campaign from Alexandria to Cairo up the delta was in many ways a military 

catastrophe. On rations of one water bottle and four biscuits a day, many soldiers died of hunger 
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and thirst; their loads were, additionally, too heavy and their uniforms too hot and tight. They 

were also basically unprepared for combat in this arena's particular ecology,28 and the Bedouins 

either poisoned or filled with sand the wells located on the road from Alexandria to the Nile.29  

 On Cairo's outskirts, Napoleon's troops clashed with the Mamluks, who stood on both 

sides of the Nile. Afterwards, with a profound sense for the burgeoning popularity and 

metaphorical power ancient Egypt now wielded in a Europe that abruptly, and with great 

curiosity, was preoccupied with all things oriental, Napoleon termed the confrontation "the 

Battle of the Pyramids." In a speech meant to rouse his soldiers, he said: "Forty centuries look 

down upon you." After two hours, the French troops had obliterated the Mamluk forces. 300 

Frenchmen and 6,000 Egyptians were killed, a battle that proved the beginning of the end of 

Mamluk control of Egypt.30 The Mamluks surrendered by symbolically handing Napoleon the 

keys to Cairo. One of the first things Napoleon now did was to make a bridge with ships over 

the Nile in Kairo and he also ordered a windmill to be built. Far into the 1800s, the few 

windmills that could be operated in that country were called "Napoleon's Windmills." 

 Meanwhile, Bonaparte realized, as did Menes and Caesar before him, and Lord Cromer 

and Nasser after, that the legitimacy of any Egyptian leader hinged upon securing adequate 

water for the fields and protecting the villages from too much flooding, conditions, namely, by 

which the economy and tax revenues could be enhanced. Napoleon had come to rule an 

irrigation economy, or a hydraulic society, where each year, from June 17th on, the Nile was 

observed daily and where "Nile criers," Munadee El Nil, provided everyone continual updates 

on the lifeline's status. As such, Napoleon immediately declared himself head of the annual 

festival given in the Nile's honor. 

 Fath al-Kjalij or "the Festival of the Opening of the Canal" had been Egypt's largest 

annual celebration for many centuries. For the entire summer season, the Khalij Canal was 

blocked by an earthwork dam. When the Nile's water level reached a certain point, the dam 

was removed. With that, the river water flooded into the canal and, quite literally, life returned 

after months of draught and scorched fields. As countless Egyptian rulers had done before him, 

Napoleon went to inspect the nilometer on Cairo's Roda Island. The water height on the 

measuring stick determined when the festival would start. 

 On the morning of the festival, and because Egyptians had been commanded to 

participate as if the country's situation had normalized, Napoleon commanded the riverboat 

 
28 See for example Cole 2008 and Hamilton 2001. 
29 See Chandler 1966. 
30 See for example Cole 2008. 
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Aqaba be decorated. He encouraged people to process along the river and create the impression 

that with Napoleon came stability, law, and order. As Bonaparte called for the dike blocking 

the canal to be removed, people threw offerings of all sorts into the Nile, so Allah would bless 

the fertility of both women and earth. A French observer wrote: "A group of dancing girls 

sprang along the canal and roused the public with their lascivious dances." Workers cast a clay 

statue called "the betrothed" into the canal, a practice French observers described as a relic 

dating from the pharaonic custom of tossing a living woman, a virgin, into the Nile as an 

offering. For Bonaparte, the entire spectacle was an attempt to gain enough religious and 

symbolic charisma to be accepted as the Great Sultan. 

 It turned out, however, that staging yourself as the Nile's guardian and guarantor 

through ritual ceremonies was not in itself politically sufficient. After just three months, the 

occupation was met with riots and rebellion. Accordingly, rebels who killed French officers 

were beheaded, their heads stuffed into sacks and then dumped in one of Cairo's central 

locations. When Jean-Baptiste Kléber, the officer Napoleon had left in command, was 

murdered in his own headquarters by a young theology student, the murderer was executed 

according to what was described as Islamic law. First, he watched as his fellow conspirators 

were beheaded. Then the hand that took the life was burnt to the elbow. Finally, he was impaled 

on a stake to ensure a slow death. The fight to spread such French revolutionary ideas as 

freedom, equality, and brotherhood demanded drastic measures, but France's days as occupant 

were still numbered. 

 Following Kléber's murder, the French occupation was headed by General Abdulla 

Jacques-François Menous, a French convert to Islam. And the occupation was finally halted by 

an Anglo-Ottoman invading force. French troops in Cairo surrended on June 18, 1801, and 

Menous capitulated at Alexandria on September 3rd. The French were constrained to withdraw 

from Egypt and the Nile Delta after about three years—due to internal resistance but 

particularly to the alliance between the Ottoman Empire, with its headquarters in Istanbul, and 

Great Britain (see below), and their blockade, which precluded both reinforcements from and 

regular contact with Paris. Nonetheless, Napoleon's campaign had truly long-lasting 

consequences, especially in two arenas. In the first place, France and its exports became tied 

to Egypt, a development that in subsequent decades would lead to suggestions for a new canal 

joining the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, as well as a dam built across the Nile in the 

delta. In the second place, Napoleon-organized research efforts have shaped western concepts 

of the Orient and oriental concepts of Europe up until today. 
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 Napoleon—as the self-proclaimed proponent of scientific optimism and rationality—

brought with him with a group of 167 scientists and technological experts, the Commission des 

Sciences et des Arts. From the start, he placed great emphasis on the expedition's scientific 

goals.31 Days and evenings were spent with the scientists discussing their work in Egypt. After 

the campaign was over and France had been beaten on the battlefield, the French published a 

monumental description of Egypt in 30 large volumes with over 3,000 illustrations. Ancient, 

forgotten pharaonic memorials had again been unearthed. Before the French arrived, for 

example, the Sphinx had stood up to its neck in sand. Vivant Denon, director of the Louvre in 

Paris, headed the scientific expedition and was the first to draw the Karnak and Luxor temples. 

Denon wrote his own travel narrative, Voyages dans la Basse et la Haute Égypte, in 1802. 

Almost immediately it was translated to English and German, and the book became a sensation. 

The Nile's cultural treasures were again introduced to the world. 

 Napoleon's short stint as the Nile Delta's sovereign, though it ended in military 

catastrophe, lived on as a cultural and intellectual success—or so the campaign has typically 

been interpreted. In the West, it contributed to the growth of a new kind of intellectual journey 

into the hitherto unchartered ancient Egyptian world, and into the present-day, closed Arabic-

Muslim world. Tales of Napoleon's army in Egypt spoke to the hearts of burgeoning explorers 

and to the fantasy of adventurers, and these further helped lay the groundwork for orientalism 

as a European cultural movement; indeed, in their wake a kind of "Egyptomania" too root. As 

Victor Hugo, in the preface to Les Orientales (1829), put it a few decades later: "In the age of 

Louis XIV, we were all Hellenists, now we are Orientalists." 

 Egypt had been introduced to the world and the world to Egypt. Nonetheless, another 

and increasingly central perspective interprets Napoleon's campaign as a catastrophe, due 

precisely to the cultural influence it exerted. Islamic and post-colonial perspectives regard 

Napoleon and his scientific secularism as a power abuse when it comes to Egyptian culture, as 

well as a diabolical attack on Islam. 

 

The Critique of Orientalism 

 

At present, I am driving the Agricultural Road through the delta, past places I can barely 

distinguish in the close morning haze that erases all contours within the flat landscape. Last 

night was hot and uncomfortable, with an air conditioning unit that did not work and a fan that 

 
31 See, among many other books, Burleigh 2008. 
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kept me awake with a sound like a whimpering dog. I lay awake and thought about a novel 

published five years prior to Napoleon's arrival in the delta: Xavier de Maistre's Expédition 

nocturne autour de ma chambre, which was published in English as Night Voyage Around My 

Room in 1825. 

 The novel begins with Maistre shutting his bedroom door. He has decided to take a 

trip—not away, into the world beyond, but inside his own bedroom. His goal is to free his eyes 

from habit's torpor. He dresses for the journey by slipping into his pink and blue pajamas. With 

no need for luggage, he sets off on tour, first to the sofa, the room's largest furniture item. By 

insisting on viewing the room as a fresh-eyed traveler, he succeeds in shaking off habit's torpor 

or blindness. He perceives his bedroom anew; that is, the room becomes new because he 

regards it with new eyes. He rediscovers a few of the sofa's qualities—its handsome legs, 

among other things. He rediscovers his bed. Freed from routine's perspective, he appreciates 

his furniture in a new way, dwelling on the present and future uses to which the furniture has 

been and can be put. 

 The novel can be read as a contribution to the discussion regarding travel as a means to 

education. It rejects ideas surrounding the grand voyage's formative merits, and finds that the 

critical factor is not the destination nor the act of traveling many places, but rather how a person 

relates to their own experiences, particularly if one is capable of perceiving their surroundings 

unencumbered by the lethargy habit and routine tend to create and reproduce. In the same way: 

In world literature, the Nile is like Maistre's bedroom; much is known, much has been 

described, simply because hardly any other phenomenon has been portrayed over so long a 

period of time and more systematically by travelers than the Nile's history, and, along with it, 

the river's civilization-shaping role. Since the region has, for so long and in so many fields, 

provided raw data for dominant ideas regarding history's development, and for stereotypes of 

"the other" and "us"—and because conceptions are easily formed within this descriptive 

tradition's routine—it becomes necessary to constantly consider one's viewpoint in order to 

escape the routine's torpor. As I travel the Egyptian delta this morning, it is not because I 

believe the journey to be intrinsically formative, but rather in the spirit of de Maistre. 

 

Few have influenced the discussion regarding how the Middle East can and should be described 

more than Edward Said, a Palestinian who fled with his family to Egypt, became an expert in 

European 19th century literature, and at the end of the twentieth century was one of the world's 

foremost intellectuals. In particular, Said spent his life studying the way in which the European 

or Western intellectual tradition depicts the Middle East and Egypt. His book Orientalism was 
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first published in English in 1978. Here Said launches a radical rejection of the entire European 

tradition of knowledge on Egypt, particularly criticizing Napoleon's scientific expedition and 

the interpretive method it legitimized. 

 Said depicts the French military invasion and its scientific project as being two sides of 

the same coin, a crowning example of the European pursuit of total knowledge of "the other," 

that is to say, the archetypal expression of the desire for control. For him, Napoleon and his 

commission were no less than an original, first sin in the interweaving of Western power 

infringement and knowledge collection, the historical task of which was to repress the Orient. 

The European researcher or "orientalist" mapped the Orient from above in order to gain 

oversight of the entire unfolding panorama—culture, religion, mentality, and history. To attain 

this goal, every single detail must be viewed from oversimplified, schematic categories. Said's 

concern was the way in which frameworks that impact a society's knowledge production not 

only reflect but also produce inequality. His project led him to reject the 30 volumes published 

by Napoleon's scientific expedition and everything in their wake as a power abuse regarding 

what the research described. As a result, this research was also per definition unscientific. 

 Said pinpoints an important, general trait of any research that harbors an unarticulated, 

uncritical relationship to the day's dominant power institutions, and he demonstrates how this 

influences what is discussed and how the discussion is conducted: Such research does not grasp 

how power relationships impact what questions are posed, what concepts are used, what 

conclusions are acceptable and are, therefore, worth the researcher's time to draw. It is beyond 

doubt that many researchers who have worked with Africa, Asia, and Latin America have 

remained little concerned with or largely unreflective over their relationship to and association 

with the power that influences their research—whether they are operating as trouble-shooters 

for the colonial administration, the aid system, or for commanders and generals in wartime. 

 Said strikes an obvious sore spot in Western scientific history. Nonetheless, he goes too 

far, for he presents a caricature of Western knowledge of the Orient. In his literature survey, he 

highlights, on an arbitrary, methodical basis, only those examples that support his thesis. The 

most problematic component of his analysis, however, is that he explicitly negates the 

possibility of any Western scholarship on the Orient or Egypt whatsoever, because by 

definition this research will be biased. Orientalism is active, whether manifest or latent, to use 

Said's terms, and so the world cannot be described. Western research on the Orient creates its 

narratives or representations not according to fact, but rather to a relationally formed object of 

control. 
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 Said's critique of Western research on the Middle East in the 1800s uncovers and 

reveals how a number of authors detailed an Egypt that, aside from scenes onto which 

Europeans could project their cultural prejudices and at times their sexual fantasies, did not 

exist. Still, Said's analysis is too one-sided and arbitrary to be considered a valid empirical 

analysis of European ideas regarding "the Orient." It rejects, furthermore, an entire system of 

knowledge, and its totalizing ambitions expose the critic as much as what is criticized. Said's 

book is a two-way mirror; it reveals not only the linguistic pitfalls in Middle East 

interpretations, but also the consequences of Said's project. Instead of directly proposing that 

these depictions be scrubbed from history along with what is depicted, Said obtains the same 

effect with a more subtle approach: By reasserting that orientalist analyses incorporate "a sinful 

act" because they  themselves repress "the other." 

 It is in this context and from such a perspective that rehabilitating Napoleon's 

Commission des Sciences et des Arts becomes necessary. Obviously, Said is correct that the 

work is colored by the prejudices of its time, by French self-conceptions and worldviews at the 

start of the 1800s. At the same time, it also provided fresh knowledge of an unknown region to 

a Europe that, for a variety of historical reasons, was then a technologically superior and 

emerging world power. The work, furthermore, provided an insight into Egypt and its history 

that the Egyptians themselves lacked, and which they had no tradition of exploring at that point. 

 Ultimately, one of the reasons to write a Nile biography is is to gain an orientation 

within some of the very research Said rejected. 

 

"The Battle of the Nile": Paris versus London 

 

In step with Europe's increasing political strength and military clout, leading European states 

began to eye the world's trade routes and hubs as a means to expand power, and one of the first 

countries to experience the consequences of this rivalry was Egypt. Initially, the country 

profited by it, because England, allied with the Ottoman Empire, forced France to surrender 

Egypt, something that increased their actual independence from Istanbul. 

 One of the most famous Nile Delta battles is the so-called "Battle of the Nile," which 

was fought in August 1798. In addition to the battle's other baroque aspects, the event also 

exemplified early on the falsity of stereotypes that regard Western civilization as a unified force 

against the Orient—that is, that there exists a single, unified front whose goal is to crush the 

Arabic or Islamic world. 
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 Admiral Nelson, the one-eyed, one-armed English war hero who today stands and keeps 

watch over Trafalgar Square in London, wrote of the battle: "Vanguard, off the Nile, August 

3, 1798. My Lord—Almighty God has blessed his Majesty's arms in the late battle by a great 

victory over the fleet of the enemy, whom I attacked at sunset on the 1st of August, off the 

Mouth of the Nile."32 

 The way in which Nelson repeats the river's name, twice in the same pathos-rich 

sentence, underscores the luster that the river already had in Europe in the late 1700s. Even as 

the French had just won "The Battle of the Pyramids," so they were now crushed by London's 

fleet. London, which refused to accept an Egypt under Napoleon's sway, entered Abukir Bay 

under Nelson's leadership and attacked the French fleet that lay outside the delta while 

Napoleon was camped in Cairo. The battle lasted from August 1st to 3rd, 1793. 

 While the ships made ready for sea battle, Nelson held a last dinner with his officers, 

where he declared: "Before this time tomorrow, I shall have gained a peerage, or Westminster 

Abbey."33 The alternatives were clear: either a noble title, the traditional reward for triumphs, 

or a military hero's traditional grave. 

 The French ship captains, wholly unprepared, sat together aboard the flagship Orient 

when the first canon shots sounded. They had to jump into small boats while shouting 

commands. Orient's captain was knocked unconscious by flying objects in the chaos; his ten-

year-old son's leg was shattered by a canon ball as he stood by his father's side. By nine o'clock 

that evening, the flagship's lower decks were consumed by flame. The British directed all their 

canon fire at the ship. Under the steady barrage, the French were unable to put out the fire. 

Orient became a burning inferno and the bay was filled with dead bodies and screaming, half-

naked soldiers. 

 As Nelson remarked the following morning while surveying the bay: "Victory is not a 

name strong enough for such a scene.’34 Four days later, according to imperial British pomp 

and circumstance, Nelson became "Baron Nelson of the Nile," even though he had never set 

foot on the river's banks or navigated its waters. 

 The sea battle was a major defeat for France and served to strengthened the imperial 

pathos of a Great Britain that would soon "rule the waves." Nonetheless, England's victory was 

as surprising to Europe as it was to Egypt. 

 
32 Nelson's letter of August 3, 1798 written to Dublin Penny Journal. Cited in Dublin Penny 
Journal, Vol. 3-4 (Google Books): 389. 
33 Cited in Jenkyns: 92. 
34 Cited in Military History, 12.06.2006 (online publ.). 
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 Around the same time Nelson's canons were pounding away outside the delta, Joseph 

Haydn, the usually optimistic and spirited Wiener classicist, sat down to compose his only mass 

in moll. Heavy drum beats, deep trumpet blasts, and cold organ tones open the work, and on 

the score's cover Haydn titled the piece "Missa in Angustiis" (Mass for Troubled Times). That 

was in 1798 when Napoleon was still considered a threat by many, even far to the east in 

Austria's Eisenstadt where Haydn worked as an orchestra conductor. He had no idea that, even 

as he wrote his minor mass in fear of Napoleon and his army, Nelson was crushing the French 

fleet in a surprise attack at the Nile Basin's mouth. 

 

The Battle over the Rosetta Stone: Thieves verses Thieves 

 

It is no longer a mighty flood that pours into the sea here, but rather a subdued, over-exploited, 

modest canal that impotently meets the sea where it slowly rolls in over the Delta. The Rosetta 

River, also known as the Rashid, flowing through the city of the same name, is enclosed by 

thousands upon thousands of plastic bottles that, for the time being, have progressed no further 

and so bob in the shadow of a walled promenade equipped with a tall palm tree-lined avenue. 

On the river, green-painted fishing boats cross up and down in pursuit of the fish that continue 

to thrive in the filthy, polluted water; the fishermen who accompany me on a boat upriver 

complain that the fish are steadily getting worse. Yet the sky above the Nile's estuary this early 

morning is as it has always been—so transparent, so clear you imagine you are gazing into a 

firmament beyond the one you actually see. I am here for the sake of the stone that made the 

city famous. 

 Rashid, or Rosetta, was established around 80 A.D. For long periods of time, even as 

Alexandria suffered neglect, it was Egypt's most important harbor. Napoleon's campaign, 

however, made the city world-famous—not as a trade center or battlefield, but as the site where 

the Frenchmen found a stone of world-historic significance, a stone that the Nile's sludge had 

kept hidden for generations. 

 In mid-July 1799, as Napoleon's soldiers were strengthening Fort Julien's defenses a 

few kilometers northeast of the harbor city, they caught sight of a rock with numerous rows of 

characters in different lettering. The soldiers realized it could prove a valuable contribution to 

Napoleon's cultural expedition and sent a message to General Menou. The discovery was also 

reported to the newly established Insitut d'Égypte. And once again Napoleon demonstrated his 

interest in Egyptian history: This warrior among warriors examined the stone himself before 

returning to France in August 1799. 
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 His soldiers had found what would be called the Rosetta Stone. It was 114.4 cm. at its 

tallest point, 72.3 cm. at its widest, 27.9 cm. at its thickest, and it weighed 760 kg. What gave 

the stone a revolutionary significance in mankind's eternal quest to understand his past, 

however, was that the text was carved in three different scripts: ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, 

Egyptian demotic script, and ancient Greek. For the first time, it was possible to crack the code 

surrounding the hieroglyphs. Through this stone, modern man for the first time gained access 

to the ancient Egyptian modes of thought, culture, and economic system. Suddenly, the Nile 

Delta's history was palpable for thousands of years farther back. 

 The stone, meanwhile, is no longer in Egypt; it has been in London since 1802. As such, 

the stone's history is also a telling example of the rivalry for Egypt, where dominance over 

interpretations and narratives of Nile Delta history is the apple of discord. 

 After Napoleon traveled back to Paris, French land troops continued to defend 

themselves for another eighteen months against British and Ottoman attack. In March 1801, 

however, new British troops arrived in Abukir Bay outside Rashid. General Menou and his 

soldiers, including the scientific commission, marched toward the Mediterranean Coast to meet 

the enemy. With them went the spoils of war, including the stone and other antiquities. The 

French could not withstand the British and lost the battle. Menou and what was left of his army 

retreated to Alexandria and surrendered on August 30, 1801. 

 At that point, a struggle ensued concerning the ownership of the stone and other 

antiquities, a disagreement that, if one is concerned with the power to be had in controlling the 

past's interpretation, is instructive. 

 Menou refused to relinquish the antiquities and argued that they belonged to the French 

institute. The British general, however, would not withdraw from the city until the French 

general surrendered the stone. Understanding the power inherent in controlling such symbols 

of the past and in dominating history's interpretation, the British regime also sent researchers 

to the Nile Delta. Edward Daniel Clarke and William Richard Hamilton were charged with 

evaluating the French collection in Alexandria to determine whether the French were keeping 

anything back. They were the victors, the British General John Hely-Hutchinson argued, and 

so all antiquities were property of the British crown. To this, one of the French researchers 

retorted that they would rather burn all their finds than see them in British hands. In a last, 

desperate albeit futile attempt, Menou insisted that the stone should be considered his private 

property. The British, of course, dismissed the claim as ridiculous. Finally, the French were 

forced to yield this point as well, and the ceding of the antiquities became part of "the 

Capitulation of Alexandria." 
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 Edward Daniel Clarke later explained that a French officer had, in all secrecy, 

conducted him and two others into the yard behind Menou's residence, revealing where the 

general had attempted to conceal the stone. After the French officer betrayed his chief, the 

stone was carried to the harbor and placed onboard a ship that transported it to Portsmouth, 

where it arrived in February 1802. The instructions were to present it to King George III. The 

King then decreed that it should be placed in the British Museum, where it has been ever since. 

The stone became British, but to great British irritation the text was cracked by a Frenchmen. 

The young linguistic genius Jean-François Champollion obtained a copy of the the writing and 

broke the code, but succeeded only in notifying of his discoveries before he succumbed to 

exhaustion and died following a grueling research trip to Egypt at the end of the 1820s. 

 As such, "The Battle of the Nile" sealed, in addition to many other things, the fate of 

the Rosetta Stone, which for centuries had been concealed by Nile sludge, but was now used 

to recapture a significant and key portion of the Nile and mankind's early history. 

 

The Albanian Soldier Who Became the Nile's Reformer 

 

Not long after French troops withcrew, an Albanian soldier took power on behalf of the 

Ottoman Empire which, along with the British, had forced Paris to retreat. Into the ensuing 

vacuum and onto the Nile scene stepped Muhammed Ali, a former tobacco dealer who did not 

learn to read and write before he turned 40. Coincidentally, he was born the same year as 

Napoleon, in 1769, and although he lacked the Frenchman's education, he had the same 

limitless ambition and will to power. 

 Where traditional warlords often limit themselves to palace intrigue and punitive 

expeditions, Muhammad Ali was a visionary. He knew how far the Middle East lagged behind 

Europe, both technologically and militarily, and realized it was from there that Egypt must 

retrieve its ideas and technology. As such, he would play an important role in Egyptian history, 

not least because he was the first to regard development as a necessary and total process. 

Muhammed Ali hired foreign experts and technicians to modernize Egypt's army, agriculture, 

and education system, and most fundamentally of all: He was radically more ambitious than 

his predecessors when it came to utilizing the country's key resources. It was beneath this 

Albanian and his autocratic government that modern Nile history began. 

 The background that allowed Muhammed Ali to become one of those who most 

impacted the Nile Delta's modern development is an example of chance's role in history, 

something illuminated clearly against an arena shaped by the Nile's permanence. In 1801, 
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Muhammed Ali's army unit was sent as part of a larger Ottomann force to recapture Egypt after 

Napoleon's short interlude as "Lord of the Pyramids." This force ended up in Abukir Bay due 

to its strategic location at the river's mouth. At that point, the Mamluks had been weakened but 

not vanquished and the Ottoman troops clashed with them. Muhammed Ali fell into the sea 

during the battle but could not swim; according to some accounts, he was rescued from 

drowning by a British boat. These were the same soldiers who gradually seized control of 

Egypt, and the Ottoman sultan, Selim III, was in no position to oppose Muhammed Ali 

becoming the country's de facto leader. In 1805, he declared himself ruler or wali (not until 

1867 did the formal title became kediv, king). As it turned out, Muhammed Ali's established 

dynasty would become a highly modernizing force in Egypt's history. 

 From the first he battled British interference. Historian Wallis Budge writes that around 

5,000 British soldiers disembarked in Egypt on March 17, 1807 to make Muhammed Ali more 

cooperative. They marched against Rashid and took the city without resistance, but were met 

with a violent counterattack once they were well inside. They retreated with great difficulty 

and 185 were killed and 262 wounded. The heads of those killed were sent to Cairo. There they 

were placed on stakes to either side of the road that crossed parts of the city, an area now 

obscured by Ezbekiya Gardens, around where Napoleon did the same to the Mamluks a decade 

before. The British made a second half-hearted attempt to take Rashid; it ended in catastrophe. 

The British prisoners were sent to Cairo where they were forced to walk between the stakes 

holding their fellow soldiers' rotting heads. 

 Four years later, in 1811, Muhammed Ali forever entered the brutal side of world 

history. He had already secured his position to the outside world. Now it was time for him to 

fortify his position internally, and so he conducted one of the most clever and homicidal 

examples of statesmanship we know: He invited the remaining Mamluks to a great feast in the 

famous Cairo citadel. The banquet was to honor a son set to lead a military expedition to Arabia 

to crush the Wahabis, a first sprout of the religious movement that later won power in Saudi 

Arabia and that inspired so many radical Sunni Islamists in subsequent years. 

 There are few, if any, parallels in any country's historic annals for what occurred that 

night in Cairo's citadel. The conventional interpretation is that it was an act of statesmanship, 

where abstract moral principles necessarily gave way to political expediency because such 

principles were beyond Muhammed Ali's worldview. He certainly had not studied Machiavelli 

(though he did read parts of Machiavelli's work after he learned to read later in life). The 

Mamluks, in any case, arrived at the citadel without fear and suspicion. They were greeted in 
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the warmest way by Muhammed Ali. And then during the evening he had them brutally 

murdered—one by one—slaughtered in and around the citadel's narrow pathways. 

 After having disposed of all opposition, Muhammed Ali initiated several radical 

reforms, forcing Egypt into the modern world and becoming one of history's many modernizing 

autocrats. In order to secure Egypt a stabile income, he annexed land by raising taxes on the 

so-called "tax farmers." The new fees were set so high the farmers could not pay them, giving 

Muhammed Ali the legal right to confiscate their land. He personally subjugated huge swaths 

of Egypt's territory and acquired personal monopoly of Egypt's trade. Muhammed Ali enriched 

himself and his family by exercising state power, but in contrast to many future state leaders in 

the Nile Basin, who primarily used power to increase their wealth, he was also a modernizer. 

All producers were required to sell the state their wares. These were then resold, both 

domestically and abroad. This way of organizing state finances proved extremely profitable 

when it came to Muhammed Ali's focus on cotton. He also tried to establish a textile industry 

to compete with Great Britain. However, the attempt was not successful and, in fact, could not 

have succeeded in Egypt because the country lacked the prerequisite energy sources to enable 

the industry to thrive. 

 Muhammed Ali's most important historical role, however, was as modernizer of the 

country's lifeline. He wanted to exploit the Nile in ways never before attempted in Egypt's 

history, and in 1818 he launched the Mahmoudiyah Canal from the Nile to Alexandria. This 

canal would allow boats to approach Alexandria without navigating the dangerous coastal way 

between Rashid and Alexandria. The work was already finished by 1820, and of the many 

Europeans Muhammed Ali hired into his service, Pascal Coste, a French engineer, headed the 

effort. 

 Even more significant: Muhammed Ali started work on the enormous delta dam 

structures across the two river courses into which the Nile splits directly north of Cairo. The 

goal was to raise the river level so that the water, aided by gravity, could flow more easily into 

the Delta's many canals. The engineer here was also French, Mougel Bey. His task was to 

convert significant portions of the ancient flood irrigation system, dominant since pharaonic 

times, into year-round irrigation. But since the dams were poorly supported, when the project 

was finally completed after Muhammed Ali's death they never functioned properly. 

Nonetheless, over three million acres were converted to farmland that could be harvested three 

times a year. Muhammed Ali's focus on developing year-round irrigation with French help was 

one of the most direct consequences of Napoleon's Egypt occupation. As such, Edward Said's 

critique of this Western knowledge system for its conquest of Egypt in the 1800s completely 
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overlooked the significance of French descriptions of the Nile, which proved prerequisite to 

such modernization. 

 Muhammed Ali ushered in the historic era in which where Egypt overcame itself and 

began increasingly using more and more Nile water, so it became possible to also farm during 

the summer when the Nile, on nature's side of things, carried little water. Like all other 

profound changes that are rooted in the past, but which signify nonetheless fundamental 

changes in society's relationship to what shapes and determines it, the causes were undeniably 

deep and complex. Yet any explanation that overlooks the individual's historical role, or 

Muhammed Ali's distinctive energy, must fall short. 

 In Egypt the forced labor system reached its high point in the 1800s, particularly as the 

labor source for Muhammed Ali's irrigation revolution.35 New canals were dug along the Delta; 

old ones were repaired and expanded, And perhaps the most important of all: The canals were 

deepened in order to provide enough water for farming the profitable cotton during the summer. 

Massive work gangs dredged the canals and canal bottoms, and thousands were set to watch 

the banks when the river rose. So long as this kind of forced labor had been used to maintain 

the irrigation system, it was typically organized on a local level. However, the provincial 

governors were responsible for the work and maintenance on the large canals. To build the 

Mahmoudiyah Canal through the northwest delta all the way to Alexandria, local authorities 

had to assure that one of out ten regional inhabitants was on the job. Around 100,000 workers 

were assembled in 1817. Two years later, in 1819, the work tempo increased and Lower Egypt 

alone supplied a corvee labor force of 313,000 workers. 

 The new, ambitious Nile policy adopted by Muhammed Ali and his successors led the 

detested forced labor system to be sharply expanded in the 1800s. As an Egyptian author of 

Syrian origin noted, this form of forced labor had existed in Egypt for six thousand years and 

people had always regarded it as a burden placed on their shoulders by "a divine providence"   

that was beyond discussion.36 However, now it had increased in scope, even as opportunities 

for cultivating the ground year-round had radically increased. What was once subordinated to 

the annual rhythm of the Egyptian farmers' lives was now an activity that could be could be 

carried out all year. Faced with such an effective and merciless government authority, farmers 

 
35 See, for example, Brown 1994: 116-137, and especially Willcocks 1889. For decades 
Willcocks was one of Britain's chief water planners, though in the 1920s he was convicted for 
spreading information on the Nile's water flow contrary to what the British considered to be 
their interests. 
36 Cited in Brown 1994: 129. 
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were unable to muster any significant collective resistance. Instead of a mass movement, a form 

of individual protest arose that speaks volumes about existence along the Nile at the time: 

People mutilated themselves rather than be forcibly conscripted. Blinding an eye with rat 

poison or slicing a finger off the right hand were not uncommon resorts. 

 Muhammed Ali was also successful as a regional colonialist and imperialist. The 

widespread idea that the imperialism and politics of conquest during the last centuries has 

solely been a Western project represents a narrow Eurocentric viewpoint. The Egyptian ruler 

who, although he was not a classical nationalist, has ultimately come to be regarded as the 

founder of modern Egyptian nationalism, had ambitious plans to modernize Egypt using 

European patterns and with French help. He conquered large swaths of Arabia, all the way to 

Aden in the south, and, most significant in a Nile context: He made Sudan a part of Egypt. 

Muhammed Ali and his successors conducted a deliberate policy of subjugating the whole Nile 

Basin. They seized portions of today's Uganda and attempted to take Ethiopia, but were met by 

the end of the 1800s with growing opposition from another and more powerful imperial force, 

Great Britain. 

 

 

 

The Giraff That Sailed Downriver and Went to Paris 

 

Muhammed Ali's regional ambitions had many consequences. One of them was that the Nile 

was rediscovered as a corridor between Africa and Europe, making it more important than it 

had been for millennia. 

 Toward the early 1820s, a remarkable transport took place down the Nile from Sennar 

in Eastern Sudan to Muhammed Ali's new palace in Alexandria. Thither went an uncommonly 

tall guest who resided in the palace gardens while awaiting the overseas journey to Europe.37 

 Not long after his troops had occupied Sudan in 1821, Muhammed Ali sent a decree 

upriver to Sennar on the Blue Nile ordering some giraffes to be captured and sent to Europe. 

Two giraffe youngsters were taken after their mother had first been killed. They were sent to 

Khartoum by boat. Afterwards, they continued past Shendi in North Sudan and all the way to 

Alexandria. One giraffe spent the summer of 1926, his last three months in Africa, on the 

premises of the ruler's Mediterranean castle. By the end of September, the passage to and 

 
37 See Allin 1998. 
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reception by Marseilles had been organized. The animal was then conveyed by boat over the 

Mediterranean to Europe, ignorant of the fact it was the first giraffe in history to set hoof on 

this continent. From there it made the further trip from Marseille to Paris, swaying, meter after 

meter, together with its Sudanese handler. 

 The giraffe was one of the great celebrities of its time. On June 5, 1827, it wandered 

into Lyon. The route was packed by dense crowds; 30,000 people had flocked together to see 

this curious, long-necked African beast that was previously completely unknown. 

 The giraffe was a gift to France from Egypt's ruler. The man who had slaughtered the 

Mamluks a few years earlier wanted to win the European populace's favor with the aid of this 

long-legged animal. The traveling giraffe was meant not only to soften state leaders but also to 

gain public opinion. On the same day that people in Lyon stood gaping in awe at Muhammed 

Ali's gift, the Greeks were forced to surrender to Ottoman troops under his control. Athens fell 

even as the giraffe majestically reached Lyon's center, the city of silk, in the war that Lord 

Byron and Henrik Wegeland described as Europe's great freedom struggle against the eastern 

Muslim-Ottoman Empire. Muhammed Ali tried to all possible means to garner European 

support, and the poor giraffe had to simply accept its role in the ruler's diplomatic strategy. 

 It was, therefore, at the beginning of the 1800s that a giraffe undertook the long journey 

from the Nile banks south of Khartoum to Paris, all because Egypt's leader expected that this 

highly exotic and thoroughly unknown animal from Africa would do its part to soften European 

opinion. The long-necked creature's journey illuminated from a new angle how the Nile 

throughout time has functioned as a geographic and historic tie between Africa to the south of 

the Sahara and Europe. 

 

The Norwegian Long-Distance Champion Who Died on the Way to the Nile's Source 

 

In January 1843, Egyptian farmers in the south delta could, if they straightened and glanced 

away from the small fields they cultivated, perhaps have seen a man running at an even, swift 

tempo while the sun stood at its zenith, south along the blue corridor between Europe and 

Africa.  

 The runner was a white man, Mensen Ernst, foremost long-distance champion of the 

day. His given name was actually Mons Monsen Øyri and he originated from a small town, 

Fresvik, located on Sognefjord directly on Scandinavia's rain coast. He was a notable figure in 

his time because he had run from Paris to Moscow and from Istanbul to Dehli. According to 

an 1879 article in The New York Times, he consumed only biscuits and jam when running, and 
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he stood leaned against a tree while he slept or relaxed with a handkerchief spread across his 

face. 

 The German author, property owner, and adventurer Hermann von Puckler-Muskau 

asked Mensen Ernst in 1842 if he was interested in trying to find the Nile's source. Puckler-

Muskau offered to cover all the expedition's costs and to richly reward the Norwegian if he 

succeeded. That same year Mons Monsen began the run of his life. He ran from Moscow to 

Prussia across the Ottoman Empire to Jerusalem in 30 days. Afterwards, he continued on to 

Cairo, determined to follow the Nile to its source. The poor boy from the poor part of what 

back then was Europe's most impoverished outskirts had determined to solve the greatest of all 

geographical conundrums—that which had obsessed Alexander the Great, Caesar, Napoleon, 

and generation upon generation of Egyptians. Would Mons Monsen actually succeed in 

discovering how water inconceivably flooded the fields beneath a cloudless sky every autumn 

while the weather was at its hottest? Would this lone runner triumph where the Roman Empire's 

legionaries had failed? Would the poor boy from Ytre Sogn solve the mystery Herodotus spent 

such time exploring? 

 He presumably continued his run optimistically past Cairo because January was a cool 

month this far north. He passed Luxor with its Karnak Temple on the east bank but made it no 

further than Aswan. It was there he died. Speculation has been that he succumbed to heat and 

thirst, but that is unlikely for that time of year. Probably it was some form of dysentery that 

halted him for good that January day in 1843. Mensen Ernst was found dead in the sand by 

some European tourists a couple of days later. In all likelihood, he lies buried some place 

beneath the Aswan Dam, hidden for all time beneath the water whose source he sought. 

 Mons Monsen's run up the Nile must be both a spectacular and pathetic example of 

hubris, or of negligence. Furthermore, he succumbed before the true difficulties even began, a 

man alone through the Nubian Desert, through the South Sudanese swamps, full of malaria and 

crocodiles, over the savannah with lions and snakes and people habitually skeptical of 

strangers. Monsen's expedition was probably the most ill-conceived of its time. A seaman from 

Sogn traveling to inner Africa armed only with some biscuits and jam in a lunchpack, and 

without a rifle . . .  

 According to his German biography, Mensen Ernst's motto was: "Movement is life, 

stasis is death." An eloquent commentary on a life that ended as he ran along the Nile's banks 

on the way into the unknown. 

 

The Canal between the Sea and the Ocean 
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I am standing in the shadows of the palm trees a bit south of Ismailia's port, with Nile water 

carried here in long canals, watching the supertankers as they slowly glide in a row through the 

narrow canal, distinctively majestic against the brown desert mountains in the background. The 

sight is surreal, although at the same time it can function as a symbol of modernity and the 

power of change in the modern world's trade regime. 

 Here is also the house of Ferdinand de Lesseps, the French consul in Egypt and the 

canal's father. The house is closed to be public now, but I was given a tour by the Egyptian 

hosts when I was at a Nile conference in the early 1990s. The bedroom looked like it had hardly 

been touched since he left it—old pictures and books scattered around the desk and by the bed, 

and de Lesseps' private coach, still in impeccable condition. The more than sixteen-mile-long 

canal that de Lesseps was instrumental in devising was opened November 17, 1869. An 

artificial waterway connecting the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean, or Europe to Asia, was 

created, thereby altering the direction of world history and Egypt, and with it the Nile's, 

geopolitical role. 

 Canal building, of course, was nothing new to Egypt. Thousands of years earlier 

Egyptians had dug canals from the Nile to the Red Sea. The first person who built a canal along 

that entire stretch was Senausert III, almost 1900 years B.C. The inscriptions beneath Ramses 

II (1279-1213 B.C.) state that the pharaoh had either finished or repaired a canal from the Nile 

to the Red Sea via Wade Tumilat and some lakes. Sometime in the next 600 years the canal 

must have gotten clogged because Nekhau (Neko) II (who ruled 609-594 B.C.) began to 

excavate it again before giving up the project. The Persians under Darius constructed a canal 

that was presumably used for 200 years, although it no longer functioned when Cleopatra 

reigned. The Romans, both under Trajan and Hadrian, began repair work. When Amr Ibn al-

As and the Arabs conquered Egypt, the canal was no longer in use but Amr restored it. From 

the Nile south of the delta to the Red Sea, there was a canal in the 8th century, familiar, among 

other things, from the monk Fidelis's journey from the Nile to the Red Sea (he was pilgrimaging 

to the Holy Land). It appears the canal was also used to send grain to Arabia. It was closed in 

767 by Caliph al-Mansur, apparently to starve out rebels in Medina.38 

 In the final years of Napoleon's rule in Egypt, he also hired French engineers to evaluate 

the potentials of building a canal to connect the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean. They 

concluded that it was not feasible with current technology, though it later turned out later that 

 
38 See Tuchman 1956. 
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they had miscalculated by ten meters a height difference between the two sea levels. And such 

is history's development that no one knows how Nile history, and world history along with it, 

might have unfolded if not for that small mistake; we only know that it would have been very 

different. The mistake was discovered in the 1840s, and another Frenchman, Louis M.A. Linant 

de Bellefonds, designed what would become the Suez Canal. The diplomat and engineer 

Ferdinand de Lesseps presented the plan to Egypt's new ruler, Said Pasha. Said initiated work 

at the Mediterranean, naming the site where the canal begins after himself, that is, today's Port 

Said. 

 

The British were against this new canal the entire time because they rightly feared it would 

weaken their trade dominance. As such, among other things, the government in London 

supported a canal worker rebellion. The workers certainly had good reason to revolt, since they 

had been forcibly conscripted into terrible and life-threatening work conditions. British 

imperialists supporting a labor revolt in Egypt, one that targeted better working conditions, ill 

fits the popular conception of imperialism, but for London the main goal was to weaken 

France's position in the region. Support from France and Napoleon II nonetheelss enabled the 

Egyptian government to see the project to its conclusion. 

 In 1869 the canal was finished. It was opened with every pomp and circumstance, as 

befit the royal Egyptian house. Along the canal's banks that day stood dignitaries and celebrities 

from near and far, among them the Prince of Wales, the Austro-Hungarian kaiser, and the 

Norwegian author Henrik Ibsen (see below). The magnificent ball hosted 6,000 guests, and 

during the opening of the Cairo opera house, which was also a part of the festivities, the plan 

had been to stage the first showing of Aida, the opera Verdi had composed on commission from 

the Egyptian khedive (in opera history, this commissioned work is considered to be the highest-

paid among any composer). However, that was right before Ismail, the new khedive and Said 

Pasha's nephew, planned to launch his military goal of subjugating the Red Sea coast and 

Ethiopia. Verdi had delivered an opera that focused on Egypt's relationship to Ethiopia—and 

so, after some postponement, Aida was performed for the first time one July evening in Cairo 

in 1871, two years after canal's opening. 

 The opera is interesting from a history of ideas perspective as well, as illustrative of 

Europe's blindness for historical discrepancy and their lack of understanding for the world they 

now subdued. The scene was set in ancient Egypt, and Verdi had been advised on the libretto 

by the French Egyptologist Auguste Mariette. The opera's central dilemma is how the 

victorious Egyptian General Radamés is torn by his love of two women, the Egyptian pharaoh's 
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daughter and Aida, an Egyptian slave and daughter of the Ethiopian king with whom Egypt is 

at war. The Egyptian general ends by betraying his country and so losing his life. For Verdi 

and other Europeans at the time, this triangular love drama was experienced as a true 

predicament, whereas in Egypt it was a meaningless conflict, particularly in the general's day. 

The man's solution was simple: take both women, even as wives.39 

 Not long after the canal was opened, Aida's slave choir had premiered at Cairo's new 

opera house, and the first boat took the shortcut between Asia and Europe, it became clear that 

Egypt was bankrupt. Ismail and his predecessors had invested too much too quickly and in too 

many projects. The Egyptian leadership decided to sell Said Pasha's shares in the canal 

operation for 400,000 pounds. The British saw their chance. Even though France still owned 

the majority shares, the cards in the game for the canal, and for Egypt, could be dealt anew. 

The British prime minister, Benjamin Disraeli, learned that the French were also negotiating to 

buy these shares. Swift action was required. Disraeli immediately decided to purchase them; 

he could not wait on Parliament's blessing. The Prime Minister's resourcefulness helped to shift 

the strategic balance between France and England, something that had consequences far into 

the future. He sent his secretary, Montagu Corry, to the wealthy Lord Rothschild. According 

to Corry, the following notorious conversation took place as he explained that the Prime 

Minister required 400,000 pounds the following morning: 

 Rotschild took a grape, ate it, and asked: "What is your security?" 

 "The British Governmet," Corry replied. 

 "You shall have it."40 

 

The canal linking the Mediterranean Sea to Indian Ocean altered power relations and trade 

routes: Egypt had been a backwater ever since the Portuguese discovered the sea route around 

Africa's southern tip in the 1500s; now the country was suddenly central to one of the world's 

most important waterways. Its geopolitical placement became radically more crucial, and for 

the British, Egypt was now a tremendously significant piece in their plans for what was 

eventually to become the world's largest and most successful empire. 

 

 
39 Discussed in Lewis 2002, footnote 67. 
40 This popular story was told by Disraeli's advisor, who was almost as gifted at storytelling 
as his boss. Historians later learned that four times Rothschild's family were given 20 hours 
to consider and that the government had, at an earlier date, already initiated a thorough 
analysis of the entire Suez Canal question. See Ferguson 1999. 
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Gustave Flaubert and Henrik Ibsen "From Cairo up the Nile" 

 

In 1829 Victor Hugo had already written "we are all orientalists." This orientalism should not, 

however, simply be regarded as a comprehensive and repressive mindset, as a new form of 

hypocrisy (Norwegian: som lasten nå måtte hylle dyden med – to be translated), but as a new 

hunger for knowledge. A component of this focus on and enthusiasm for the Orient was that 

Egypt during the 1800s became an increasingly important travel destination for European 

authors. Two of the many to venture there were the French author Gustav Flaubert and his 

Norwegian colleague Henrik Ibsen. 

 After a storm-filled journey from Marseilles, Flaubert reached Egypt in 1849. At 

twenty-eight, he was one of the many European intellectuals who pilgrimaged to Egypt in the 

1800s. He beheld the sphinxes, the Coptic churches in Old Cairo, jugglers, acrobats, and snake 

charmers; he met prostitutes and, of course, saw the Nile, described as being yellow and full of 

mud. He travelled to Luxor, Thebes, and Karnak, and he wrote to his mother that everywhere 

a temple seemed to be buried up to its shoulders in sand. 

 Flaubert, on the one hand, was moved by the chaos, inflamed by what he saw, since he 

had, after all, fled the dull, bourgeois, superficial, "all too orderly" France. On the other hand, 

he needed to create order of all these new, unfathomable things so he could hope to reflect on 

what he was seeing, and to write about it. From a purely philosophical and existential 

standpoint, Flaubert thought order itself implied a condemnatory and self-righteous stance 

toward the human condition, counteracting as it did the openness and lack of rigidity and rules 

to which human beings ought to ascribe. However, by depicting the force of perspective as a 

process imposed upon him rather than subjecting himself simply to its dominating conventions, 

he could maintain distance. In a letter from Cairo dated 1850 he wrote: 

 So here we are in Egypt. […] And yet I am scarcely over the initial bedazzlement . . . 

  

 [where] each detail reaches out to grip you; it pinches you; and the more you 

concentrate  

 on it the less you grasp the whole. Then gradually all this becomes harmonious and the  

 pieces fall into place of themselves, in accordance with the laws of perspective. But the  

 first days, by God, it is such a bewildering chaos of colors.41 

 

 
41 See Steegmüller 1983. [no bibliographical citation] 
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Flaubert's view of Egypt was influenced by what he considered to be Egyptian society's 

essential, urgent, ubiquitous dualism—death and life, desert and river. He was fascinated 

explicitly by what he believed to be the Egyptian ability to accept life's dualities, which he 

characterized as: filth/psyche, sexuality/purity, insanity/health. How splendid, he thought, that 

people openly belched in restaurants. Surrounded by the norms of daily life, no one seemed to 

find anything strange with (Norwegian: to be translated "et esel som dreit og en herre som pissa 

i en krok.") A six- or seven-year-old boy greeted Flaubert on a Cairo street as he passed with: 

(Norwegian: to be translated"Jeg ønsker Dem hell og Lykke, men mest av alt en stor pikk.") 

 Flaubert traveled upriver by felukka—the traditional sailboat that can still be seen in 

Upper Egypt—in 1850 and he details how river life reflects the changing society around them. 

He writes that eleven of the fourteen crew members lacked their right pointer finger. Like so 

many others, they had severed their trigger finger to avoid forcible conscription into 

Muhammed Ali's army. "Need original citation." With these words, he summarized the 

situation in the country: Egypt was a country where those with clean clothes turned on those 

with dirty ones. 

 Flaubert's writings evoke classic "orientalist" texts in the sense that they depict things 

the author interpreted as foreign or alienating, oftentimes in an exoticizing way. And it is 

doubtless that Flaubert's observations acquire some of their power precisely because they are 

based on a clearly expressed difference or distinction between France and Egypt, where Egypt 

becomes interesting as France's antithesis. For Flaubert, however, France was not simply the 

model or idea against which he painted Egypt. He was intellectually isolated in his homeland, 

on the edge of many of his day's dominant trends and in terms of the bourgeois lifestyle. Such 

dualism—this time regarding France—surfaces in Flaubert's descriptions of Egypt. Therefore, 

it is difficult, not to mention unreasonable, to regard him as a tool of European expansionism 

or as an obvious example of an intellectual tradition that sought, if only latently, total control. 

Certainly, he exploited his position with respect to female and male prostitutes in Egypt, and 

he understood how privilege when dealing with Egyptians rested on power. He used words and 

arguments that in retrospect seem anachronistic, and also degrading. However, Flaubert's 

enthusiasm for this Nile country appears genuine, fervent even, if it was also only a fantasy, 

drawn as an alternative to his detested homeland. Eventually, he wrote that Egyptian temples 

now bored him utterly: "Need original citation." 

 Europe pursued him; he tried to escape French bourgeois foolishness but did not 

succeed. He sought in Egypt what he could not find or what he desired in France. The Egypt 
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that obsessed him was, therefore, not so much Egypt itself but rather his idea of Egypt and the 

meaning it had for his life's project. 

 

Around twenty years later, Henrik Ibsen was on an entirely different kind of journey. Ibsen, 

the razor-sharp analyst of bourgeois life in the new and emerging Europe, travelled Egypt with 

kings and empresses and other dignitaries. He was part of an official sponsored trip to celebrate 

the Suez Canal's opening on November 17, 1869. Ibsen had visited Sweden in the summer of 

that year, where he was being honored as the North's foremost author. There he became 

acquainted with King Carl XV. The King asked if Ibsen would serve as the Norwegian-Swedish 

representative at the opening that same fall. The poet answered yes. 

 And here he was! The canal's opening was an explicit, month-long party. Thousands of 

foreign guests attended. They were given free trips, excursions, and dinners financed by the 

Egyptian khedive. Most Ibsen biographers believe this trip made a deep impression, and it is 

an interesting facet of Norwegian literary history that Peer Gynt, perhaps the country's most 

famous national epic, takes its action for long stretches from—the Nile's country! 

 Long before actually setting for there, Ibsen had already been fascinated by Egypt's 

place in history. In order to celebrate Norway's National Day in 1855, six years after Gustave 

Flaubert docked at Alexandria and the English upperclass lady and nurse Florence Nightingale 

ventured on a boat up the Nile, sending evocative and picturesque letters home to her mother, 

Ibsen wrote a poem based on freedom. In it Egypt was pictured as a society mired in stasis and 

unfreedom—Egypt was Norway's antithesis. The Memnon statue, which still sits enthroned at 

Luxor in today's Egypt, this "graven image, in an eastern land," was for Ibsen the precise 

metaphor, or representation, for the idea that freedom demanded action more than words. The 

frozen king stared with "souless gaze toward the east's bright band. So year on year he stood 

there, dully dreaming . . . "42 

 When Ibsen four years later wrote a satirical poem about an author who defended 

Danish as the appropriate stage language in Norway, Ibsen wielded Egyptian history against 

him. He believed his colleagues ideas to be stone-dead, long rejected by development. Extra 

ammunition for his attack was provided by comparing his opponent's outdatedness with the 

most petrified, conservative thing he could find, namely Egypt. As such, the balsamed corpse 

lay proudly "in its fossilled shroud," and had indeed "quite forgotten how the sun caresses." 

 
42 See Northam, The Collected Poems of Henrik Ibsen, internet. 
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Therefore: "'A bitter smile played on its lips, emphatic / Scorn for the times—because they 

were not static." 

 At this point, Ibsen had never travelled along the Nile. It is, therefore, reasonable to 

interpret his choice of metaphor as a testament to the fact that he was influenced by a general 

European trend of thought at the time. Perhaps it was the German philosopher Georg Wilhelm 

Friedrich Hegel who inspired him in this context as well, for the philosopher notoriously wields 

ancient Egyptian religious and artistic symbolism in his art and history philosophy. The picture, 

however, turns out to be more complex. In Peer Gynt, for example, Ibsen characterizes Peer's 

impression of the Sphinx thus: "But this most curious mongrel here, this changeling, a lion and 

woman in one."43 Still, Peer also remembers "the fellow! Why, of course it's the Boyg, that I 

smote on the skull." In this case, the Sphinx does not stand for petrified Egypt but rather for 

Norwegian fairy tales; the Boyg and the Sphinx speak German—with a Berlin dialect! Instead 

of representing "the stranger," or the diverse or "the petrified," we have an image here of 

something European and Norwegian. 

 For the opening celebration and as the Swedish king's representative, Ibsen took part in 

an extended trip down the Nile to the Nubian Desert on the border of today's Sudan. He traveled 

with 85 other guests and the khedive, a 24-day long expedition. Ibsen planned to publish a 

travel narrative, but nothing ever came of it. In 1870, however, he wrote a longer historico-

philosophical poem about the journey with the veiled title: "Balloon Letter to a Swedish Lady," 

where he described his Nile travels: "On Ferus we shot up-stream / out of Cairo at full-steam."44 

Here he saw the Memnon statue, the "stone colossus, — / he, you know, once sang a little." 

And, like other tourists before and since, he saw Luxor, Dendera, Sakkara, Edfu, Assuan, and 

Philae. 

 In the poem, Ibsen is concerned with major themes regarding the world's cultural 

development, interpreted within an idealistic conceptual framework where life opposes death, 

stasis growth. The conflict between them is represented with the aid of Egyptian, Greek, and 

Norse mythological imagery, where Egypt itself represents death and stasis: 

 Lo, then from the North a gust 

  […] 

 Pharaoh and his house as well 

 lay forgotten, buried, scattered. 

 
43 https://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/i/ibsen/henrik/peer/complete.html 
44 See Northam, The Collected Poems of Henrik Ibsen, internet. 
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 Where the throng once flocked as bidden, 

 now a lifeless, silent crowd;— 

 for a thousand long years hidden, 

 deep-entombed, all light forbidden, 

  […] 

 What of Egypt's gods, though, solemn 

 lines of ciphers ranged by column? 

 What on earth was their life-mission? 

 Just to be, to stay the same, 

 painted, stiff with inanition, 

 stooled beside the altar-flame. 

As Ibsen further writes: 

 Not one felt life's urgent call, 

 felt the call to sin, to stumble, 

 raise himself despite the fall. 

 Hence must Egypt lie and crumble 

 like a crypted corpse that's nameless 

 after four millennia's sameness. 

This poem explained Egypt's development with reference to Egyptian culture or to pharaonic 

values. Egyptians did not have "the call" or drive for innovation, so to speak; therefore, 

petrification set in. Ibsen's ideas agreed with the modernizing, 19th century European 

viewpoint on the Orient. 

 Such a perspective, which expressed the age's cultural self-confidence within the 

framework of an industrializing and triumphant Europe, overlooked—and was, therefore 

naturally unsympathetic to—Egypt's specific developmental hindrances. The sides of the Nile's 

nature that had proven the basis for a flowering pharaonic civilization at a historical point in 

time when many Europeans were still living in caves and primitive hunter-and-gatherer 

societies directly corresponded to those aspects that made it extremely difficult, if not to say 

impossible, for Egypt to technologically develop in the early 1800s, when the modern 

waterwheel was first revolutionizing diet and agriculture, and then production technology in 

the iron and textile industries across many European countries. In Egypt, the society's economy 

and structure remained fundamentally adapted to the Nile's natural way of flowing into the 

landscape. The cause was not simply Egyptian "mentality," as Ibsen assumed, but must be also 

sought in the fact that Egyptians did not and could not develop the technology required to 
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harness the Nile as an energy source, and thus set Egypt on a modernizing course. In Egypt, 

there were simply no other rivers or streams available, whereas in Norway, for example, there 

were several thousand watercourses and tens of thousands of perennial creeks with flow 

sufficient to drive a waterwheel. 

 In his descriptions of Egypt, as in his overall authorship, Ibsen was concerned with 

mentalities, with ways of thinking and with conventions. His historical perspective did not 

accord central place to geographical context or structures, despite the fact that he was born in 

Skien, a city whose history demonstrates the limits of that viewpoint on history and 

developmental prerequisites that had influenced Iben. Skien became integrated into Europe's 

modern economy in the 1800s, not because the inhabitants over centuries had developed a 

special mentality but precisely because it was possible to exploit the river running through the 

city as a way to float wood down from the large Telemark forests and as an energy source for 

gate saws and mills and industry. By overlooking—as was common practice during the modern 

breakthrough epoch—the varying natural opportunities that applied to Europe versus Egypt, or 

the extreme differences in water systems between Norway and Egypt (between Skien and 

Luxor, say, or the Skien River and the Nile), as well as the social and economic relationships 

these factors helped enable throughout the centuries, Ibsen ended by blaming societal 

differences on people's different mentalities. 

 When Victor Hugo, following Napoleon's failed Egyptian campaign, wrote that "we are 

all orientalists," and when European authors like Gustave Flaubert and Henrik Ibsen visited 

Egypt in the later 1800s, it meant knowledge of the region increased, though understanding of 

the country's history was limited by international power relations and dominating modes of 

thought among the travelers. As a result, even though Edward Said's analysis was flawed, he 

did identify an important aspect of European intellectual history. 

 

Shares and Occupation 

 

In 1882, around 90 years after Napoleon's French campaign, the time had come for British 

soldiers to march up the Nile Delta. The British government had made a decision: They would  

assume full control of the Suez Canal, and it was also logical to seize power in Egypt. The 

occupation would ensure that European investors got their money back, though it quickly 

became clear that the British also intended to secure their empire's strategic interest in the long 

term, particularly by controlling the newest and most effective seaway to the empire's crown 

jewel, India; the Indian Ocean, after all, was in the process of becoming a British domestic sea. 
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This latter motive was, for political and diplomatic reasons, downplayed in justifying the 

occupation. Egypt, for its part, was again conquered by foreign invaders, this time only for a 

few decades. Still, Britain's relatively short stint as Nile ruler had fundamental and 

revolutionary consequences, both for the Nile itself and for the relationship of man to river. 

 The previous year, in 1881, Colonel Ahmed Urabi, an Egyptian born officer, headed a 

rebellion against the Ottoman regime (Egypt was still formally governed from Istanbul), and 

so against the active British and French economic interests in Egypt that existed there with the 

Muslim government's support. The country was still ruled by the khedive, that is to say, by 

Muhammed Ali's Albanian house. The immediate background for Urabi's nationalistic 

rebellion were protests against the Ottoman army's money-saving campaign that would lead to 

a reduced number of Egyptian soldiers. Urabi further expanded this political platform by 

allying with traditional nationalistic and religious forces that opposed all Western influence 

whatsoever. 

 When Egypt's new, young khedive, Muhammed Tefik, Ismail's son, accepted many of 

Urabi's demands, major European powers were no longer content to sit by and watch events 

unfold. They feared losing control of the Suez Canal, and also that significant investments in 

the canal venture, and in Egypt in general, might go down the stream. Muhammed Ali and his 

house had placed themselves at the forefront of a swift modernization of the country and had 

many Europeans in their employment, something that required enormous sums that they 

borrowed from European banks. The khedive and Egypt owed increasing amounts of money 

throughout the 1800s, and Ismail's sale of his shares in the canal venture to Great Britain for 

next to nothing can only be understood in this context. European financial houses, with the 

Rothschild family at the forefront, grew increasingly anxious about their monty's fate. France 

and England had such substantial economic interests in Egypt that they established a European-

led commission whose mandate was to oversee Egypt's finances and secure an economic policy 

that would place Egypt in a position to meet its obligations. As such, they established an early 

version of the World Bank's conditionality policy of the 1990s, only it was much more direct 

and much more humiliating. France and England agreed on one thing: Egypt must pay what it 

owed. Yet beneath the surface of European unanimity there occurred an intense rivalry 

surrounding power and influence in the region. In May 1882, after Tewfik requested foreign 

aid in defeating the rebel Urabi, a joint British and French fleet with warships was sent to 

Alexandria as a show of force. 

 In June revolt erupted in Alexandria as protest against the warships anchored directly 

beyond the city. Fifty Europeans were lynched by the mob and anti-Urabi sentiment naturally 
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enough increased in Great Britain. Urabi attempted to stop the riots because he feared the 

consequences of going overboard. In July Britain demanded that Urabi dismantle Alexandria's 

fortifications; if not, they would bomb the city. France, for its part, decided to withdraw its 

ships, thereby breaking the joint French and British military front. Urabi refused to stand down. 

The British bombardment set the city aflame, much the same way Britain had set Copenhagen 

afire almost a century earlier. On July 15, British troops set foot on land. Urabi and his army 

retreated in order to organize a military resistance. 

 British Prime Minister William Gladstone spoke to the House of Commons. He 

lamented that England did not have wider European support in restoring law and order to Egypt. 

Nonetheless, he said, England was ready to proceed alone, with or without cooperation. A 

stabile Egypt under Great Britain's influence was necessary to operate the Suez Canal in a way 

that served the empire's overall interests. What Prime Minister Gladstone did not mention, but 

which historians uncovered later, was that he himself owned shares in the canal venture and he 

personally stood to gain money on the invasion he was green lighting. 

 London sent a force of over 13,000 men, many of them soldiers recruited from Indian, 

albeit under the leadership of British officers. They went ashore at Alexandria, attacked an 

army of 20,000 Egyptians, and won easily due to technological superiority. The British 

marched on towards Cairo, but Urabi was determined to stop them—using the Nile as his 

weapon. 

 

Where the Egyptians Made the Nile a Weapon of War 

 

One aspect of today's travel is that all sites have been chronicled and travel guides have defined 

what is important. The traveler is increasingly left trying to live up to a form of authoritative 

enthusiasm, and this "forced interest" has been systematized especially along the Nile, within 

a regional and cultural landscape that has been described for a longer period of time and in 

more travel books than any other place on earth. 

 Tel el-Kebir in the Nile Delta, however, does not appear in any travel guide. On 

September 30, 1882, a decisive battle took place here: Egyptian nationalists stood against 

invading British forces in what had been intended as a "water battle." 

 Urabi had pinpointed Tel el-Kabir as particularly suited to his defensive battle against 

the British occupiers. As a component in his military strategy, his soldiers had dammed the 

canal flowing parallel to the railway. Their goal was to cut water supplies to the occupying 
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army and to Ismailia on the Suez Canal. The water weapon would strike the British where it 

hurt most. 

 Warfare employing water, or aquatic warfare, as it is known in technical terms, has a 

long tradition, especially in China. Up through centuries, volumes have been written on the art 

of aquatic warfare, how warlords have time and again drowned or thirsted out their enemy.45 

Egypt, by contrast, had no comparable tradition, only isolated instances. In 50 B.C., Caesar 

was met with an attempt to destroy the wells when he made camp and built up his defenses 

around the great theater on the modern Hospital Hill near Ramleh station in Alexandria. The 

locals, namely, tried to strike at the Roman invaders by destroying the deep freshwater wells 

on which they depended and that received Nile water from subterranean canals—they 

introduced saltwater into them. The Roman solution was to dig the wells even deeper, all the 

way down to the water table. In The Alexandrian Wars (a book attributed to Caesar, though 

that claim is doubted), the army's freshwater problems are described, since the water was 

polluted and they were afraid it was poisoned.46 

 As such, Egyptian history had contained water warfare prior to 1882. As we have seen, 

Caliph al-Mansur attempted in 767 to starve out the rebels in Medina by closing the Canal 

between the Nile and the Red Sea—an indirect sign of the Nile Delta's significance in 

consolidating the Islamic caliphate's power. In the war against the Crusaders, the delta's 

waterways proved a strategic weapon against troops marching upstream. The Egyptians, for 

example, successfully opened the dikes in September 1163 near Bilbeis, as Christopher 

Tyerman writes in God's War. The water weapon was also wielded against Napoleon's troops 

at the end of the 1700s, though on a modest scale. The Emir of Damanhur forged an agreement 

with Jean-Baptiste Kléber, the head of the French troops in Alexandria, to deliver water to the 

city for the same price he had gotten under the former officials. A rural village, Birkat Gittas, 

entered an alliance with other local leaders and closed the canal—to strike the Frenchman. 

Kléber responded by sending 600 soldiers. He ordered the head of every man killed to be staked 

so that passers-by could see them. Kléber then distributed pamphlets up and down the Nile that 

warned against following the village's example—and it worked. 

 
45 See, for example, Sawyer 2010. 
46 The Alexandrian Wars: "[…] in a short space of time the water nearer the contamination 
was entirely undrinkable, while that lower down was found to be relatively impure and 
brackish. This circumstance dispelled their doubts, and so great was the panic that took hold 
upon them that it seemed that they were all reduced to a most hazardous plight, and some 
asserted that Caesar was being slow in giving orders to embark." 
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 In 1882, meanwhile, Urabi wielded water in a way that was much more effective and 

on a larger scale, as a component in the struggle against what was by far the world's strongest 

military power. The large and decisive confrontation between Urabi and London took place, 

therefore, at Tel el-Kebir. And yet, with multiple lightning quick surprise attacks—the British 

traveled by night, navigating with help of the stars—both the infantry and cavalry won every 

battle. As day dawned, the British were just under 140 meters from the Egyptian troops. The 

shooting started immediately. The rebellion was crushed before anyone could test the water 

weapon's effectiveness. 

 The way to Cairo now lay open to British troops. 

 

At the Crossroads of History, River, and Sea  

 

Misunderstanding the present is the unavoidable consequence of now knowing the past. But 

spending time trying to understand the past without an interest in the present is time wasted. In 

reality, the capacity to interpret the living, the contemporaneous, is, if anything, the historian's 

true strength. The historian, therefore, does not dwell in the past. He is not off on the hunt for 

the first "movers"; he is in the present, albeit with a historical awareness of it. It is only from 

such a viewpoint on history that it becomes possible to free oneself from history's "blind 

power," and it is only then that research, and the questions it poses, can become unfettered from 

present day trends and influences. 

 The Nile Delta's history emerges in another way against the dark shadow that many 

claim will characterize its near future. And its present appears more clearly against the 

historical backdrop I have drawn. I am standing at Alexandria's greatest antique monument, 

Pompey's Pillar. It rises from the ruins of the ancient Serapis Temple—slightly southwest of 

the city. The pillar is made of red Aswan granite and is almost 27 meters tall, with a 

circumference of nine meters. Disagreement exists regarding who built it, but most probably it 

was Diocletian, the Roman emperor who was responsible for the bloody oppression of the 

Christians; the Copts place great emphasis on the fact that their calendar begins with him. Near 

the pillar I can see the remains of the ancient nilometer, one of many examples of this form of 

rationalism and engagement with nature's workings that was common to the ancient Egyptian, 

to the Roman, and later to Islamic Egypt. Now this measuring stave for Nile water flow, and 

the magnificent pillar itself, are hidden among the ruins of the old city walls, a fact that can 

symbolize both city and delta's changing relationship to the river that was prerequisite to both. 
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 Just as Alexandria has been left at the crossroads of history, river, and sea—and, in 

significant ways, has been distinguished by its location at the fragile and varying intersection 

between sea levels rising since the last ice age; periodic but lasting changes in the Nile's 

character; and state leaders' shifting water policy—the delta has also undergone diverse phases. 

 The delta that Herodotus described was a delta that had experienced dramatic ecological 

changes for thousands of years, both due to changes in the Nile itself and to the pharaohs' 

attempts to control the river. The delta through which Caesar and Cleopatra sailed, up which 

Napoleon's soldiers wandered, and which Ibsen and Flaubert saw is not the same delta that 

today is home to over 50 million people. The situation now is disconcerting. The UN's 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has described the delta as one of the world's most 

vulnerable regions. The panel maintains that a third of it will be lost in just a few decades if the 

current trend continues. The most dramatic predictions claim that by 2050 the Mediterranean 

will have risen by almost a meter, and, due to Nile dams further upriver, that the delta will sink 

because the river carries less sludge. 

 Again, the delta will be effected by its placement at the intersection between river and 

sea and fundamentally impacted by man's attempts to tame the river. For 5,000 years nature 

dominated the river's character and function, but, from the mid-1800s until today, various 

Egyptian regimes have impacted the Nile Delta more and more. Especially important—as we 

shall see—has been the development following British occupation of the delta at the end of the 

1800s, until the Egyptians transformed the Nile in the 1970s to a man-operated canal. 

 Before the Nile in Egypt was completely tamed, the river had for millennia counteracted 

the tendency to erosion and subsidence. It carried with it over 100 million tons of earth or 

sediment every year. Sea storms and waves have always eroded the coastline, but until recently 

they were met with a counterforce—namely, Nile water heavy with sediment. The Aswan Dam 

changed this natural battle between sludge and sea overnight, and the effect of this "historical 

sludge shift" has only been active for a few decades.47 

 The relationship between delta, river, and sea finds itself in a new state of imbalance, 

and, as we shall later see, it happened without anyone's meaning or intention. 

 
47 Researchers at Egypt's Coastal Research Institute in Alexandria maintain that 58 meters of 
coastline in the Rashid region have vanished on average each year since 1989. 


